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PADUCAH, KY., FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 23, 1906.
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3436 South Park avenue. The suit!
Baltic provinces, etas sthot over 700
was filed yesterday, but wilt not be
revolutionists. He bombarded headheard until next Thursday.
quarters, declaring that total abstin"Never again will I have a jury in
ence visas conducive of revolution.
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this courtroom composed of Clark
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SALOON LICENSE.
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Misdemeanor to Ship Adulterated or
tion *lea, iistiholuctot .11 tile citY coun- New Map. of Oak Grove. Is Com- Mr. Herman KatterjOini Went to riot want to tteke business Men Worn'
Misbranded Products and Liquors
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in
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Print
ings of Church Societies.
sitting in to reading rooms of the
eight aldermen and if they all stick
Y. MI. C. A. and those in the Public
to their present intention that will
Waelaington, Feb. ea.—After fif- be enough to pass the ordinance
Library have some time at their diseteen years of more or less serious when it is presented.
Yesterday afternoon silently after posal. The facterhat they will be
A wrist-pin of the city's electric
Rev. John L. Stuart and wife will
consideration of the subject, the senlight poWer house on Madison be- 2 o'clock there died at their home, in found in those places argues they leave next Tuesday for Nashville,
bill
food
ate yesterday passed a pure
tween Ninth and Tenth streets, broke the Lone Oak section of the county, will be men of intelligence It is Tenn., to visit arid from there they
by the decve vote of 63 to 4. The
yesterday and Supt. Keebler says it Mks. Timms B. Rouse, wife of the their dulty to serve the cause of jus- go to Mobile, Alo e and other points
vote woe taken after a day devoted
will take until next Sunday evening weH known Baptist minister of that tice and no excuses will be accepted." where they remain soave month, bealmost exclusively to debate of a
to sepair it. The break causes a village. She expired after a ten days
fore returning here to again visit
desultory character on the measure.
shortage of current and on account illness with pneumonia.
their son, Dr. David T. Stuart.
Several efforts were made to amend Leaves Her Seat in a Theater Box of this there will be turned out evThe deceased was a noble, ChrisThey erect to start back to their
accepted
committee
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the bill and
ery evening at to o'clock weal Sun- tian wptrean, esteemed for her devout
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the Rosvianckown section, and also deared her to the hearts of all. She
spent nearly twelve months visiting
Body.
the bill as passed.
those on the section of the Union was born in this county fifty-three Pledged to the Miners in Their Inh their former home and relatives itt
The bill makes it a misdemeanor
depot. These on-mks furnish for years ago and has always made her
this country.
pending Coal Strike.
to manufacture or attl adulterated
the outlying districts are not needed home there.
Rev. Smart will neiot Sunday morn
Dienver, COL, Fhb. 22.—Leaving as muds as those down closer to the
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off until the machinery is' repaired. Mien and Messrs. Roy and Willie strength of the American Federation
Cake Sale Tomorrow.
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such goods
Mir! George Route, the mner of Pennsylvania and °Ohs sey society of the Broadway Methothe mechanism bttt. quite an import- the grocery
er or to a foreign country. It also her way to the stage and after flour. ant piece and cripples the plant to at Fourth and) Jefferson isteeete. The es' stakes
Mike dist church will hold their cake sale.
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Meet.
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prieonment for one year, or both, is the weapon at her own person, ingrocer, and Professor Albert M.
Oak Grove Map.
society of the
The
Lollies'
Mite
prescribed. The treasury depart!nem flicting probably a fatal wound.
Assistant City Engineer Robert Raise, who is business manager of "I should not speak of a coal
No the Richardson has finished drawing off the. Etraughon business coliege here. strike," he said. "I hope it will not First Baptist church will meet at 3
The woman fell meth
and the departments of agriculture
o'clock tbss afternoon with Mrs. J.
and of commerce and tabor are re- floor, but those in the audience who roughly the new map of Oak Grove
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the come to that The whole matter is M. Walton, of 12313 Jeffenson serve*.
quiredeto agree upon 'regulations for-fhad not observed her movements cemetery and is now waiting for Nemol services veil* be preached at in the hand sof the officers of the
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expression
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Ehrst Presbyterian church meets with
from them.
Ito specific provision is made for in- burlesque act and made no outcry. form for use by the cemetery auMrs. Oscar Starks; of Fourth and
moment later, however, the thorities. The paper used hus given
estigation except by the department A
Uncle Died.
"For the Federation of Labor, Winshington streets, next Monday
of agriculture. The investigation by screams of the performers in the out at the engineer's office and a new
Mir. Herman Katterjsihn yesterday
that dersatensent are placed in the wings brought a reatization upon the supply had to be ordered from St. at noon left for Booneville, Ind., however, I may say that it will sup- afternoon at 3 o'clock.
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possible
every
chemistry, and if he finds that the been enacted.
his uncle, Mr. Fred. Katterjohn, who shall be gle., ete help (them to avoid Ramsey, -society at the Btroathray
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The dying woman was removed to
law Oen been violated the secretary
Engineer Washington has been expired there Wedrie-sday and will be a strike, if ,94#iblig.. If not, we Meelho‘ert church and it i5 the urof agriculture is required to report the emergency 'hospital. Quiet was gone one week tomorrow visiting buried today.
shall certainly give them every aid gent desire that all be present
*the facts to he United States district restored in she theater in a short his father, in Virginia, and as his
The deceased was 55 years of age in our power."
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while and the performance was re nttorney, who in turn is
,leave of absence is for two weeks and uncle of all the Messrs. KatterThird Street Plans.
institute proceedings in the federal sinned.
only he will be back the Saturday john ht, this city. He was a very
This everting the committee of the
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of next week."
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ture in New York which will BeN of the offices at the oity hall were
:tion and misbranding.
Remains Arrived.
eloped in the afternoon and the hools
so they can get some ideas to the
600 Feet in the Air.
respective
end clerks in theist
Last evening at 7:30 o'clock there
design. It will be some tune next
LaCentero Ballard REPORTED THAT SOME WANT week before the drawings are comblanches of the municipal govern- arrived from
county, the remains of Mrs. Zilisha
New York, Feb. aa.—The Singer ment took a hohday.
plete at which time the specificaLIGHTS
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Vaughan. Ferguson, which were taken
Manufacturing company tiled plans
tions will be prepared and then bills
to the residence of her niece, Mrs.
yesterday with Buildings: Superincalled for from the contractore.
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Dr. A. S..Debney. of Fifth and Hartendent Murphy for a structure which
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POWER
gether All Kind of Propositions
BACK TAXES ARE DEMANDED officiated over by Rev. D. W. Bass,
Uhe Washington Mbournent.
President of Sanitary Board Adof the Tenth street Christian chinch.
Accompanying the improvement of
dresses Chicago University.
to Be Submitted.
OF RAILROAD COM.Interment follows at Oak Grove
the property, which it already owns,
centeiteey betide the body of her late
Chicago, Feb. 22.—Robeitt R. McTip Given Out That Rate Measure adjoining its present building at
PANY.
lamented husband and daughter.
Broadevay and Liberty street, the
Cormick, president of the board of
Must Meet His Approval BeAlthough the light committee from sanitary trustees and alderman from
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the Rudy, Van 0. Burnett, J. Henry
of forty stories, wbioh will rise to Case Promised to Involve All
their report will be regarding "farm- of Chicago students to applauding
ing out" the city's plant to the Stone wildly (today at the Washington's
Smith and J. K. Bondurant.
the height of 593 feet to 2-3 inches.
Lines in Illinois—Total DeMk. J. P. Vaughan, brother of the & Webster people, still it is nenoned birthday celebration at the unirerThe tower will be sixty-five feet
Washipston, Feb. 22.—The senates. square for thirty-six stories, and will
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deteased, arrived from Spring Hill, Oat the portion of the committee arc sity, when be spoke on the "Young
conuttittee,on interstate commerce is surmounte(1 by a dome conraining
Tenn., last evening, to attend the in sympathy widt the private con- Man in Politics."
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Mr. McCormick drew most of Ois
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at the tame time the committee is area to be covered by the tower, and of Iflioois, instituted by William H. the funeral.
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reminded of the president's veto it hes been found that there will be Condon' against the Chicago and
Stone & Webster people furnish 75 McCormick 'spoke, came. in for ithe
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no difficulty in teething a sufficiently Western Indiana railway yesterdlay,
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a
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Out With Cane.
Mr. Albert Sa.ppeli, the confertiore
ea of Broadway between Fifth and
Sixth streets, is able to be out with
a Cane, after laying up a week or
SEVERAL CHARMING CHURCH two as a result of the street car TONE ELLISON, WHITE, GIVEN i
striking him at Fliftb and Broadway
CONTINUANCE OF
ROB- 4
Mildred Holland.
SOCIALS LAST EVENWhile he was crossing the ,thoroughThe brilliant emotional star, Millance
BERY CHARGE.
ING.
dred Holland, will present for the
first time in this city her remarkably
With the Sick.
successful romantic deamta, "The
Postman Charles Holliday con- Tom Baker Was Fined $to for FightLily and the Prince," at The KenMrs. Hills and Daughters, and Miss tinues confined at his home on South
tucky, on 'Tuesday night of next
Sixth street wide stomach trouble.
ing, While WII Halls Was
Wetherald Entertain This Afterweek. The Albany Argue of „Sept.
Mr. 'Samuel Foreman is confined
zetb, says:
Dismissed.
noon and Evening.
with illness at his room in the Ho"Wei Holland in the part of An•
tel Lagomarsino.
gela was altogether charming as an
Mr. Otis Ritchie toreinties dangergirl looking for heir lovWillis Dunlap and Henry Proctor, ingenuous
Last evening the young peoples' ously ill with consumption at Sixth
reflection in the fountain of her
er's
colored, were held to the grand jury
society, of the Third etreet Methodist and Madison.
but it is in the treby Judge Standees, in the police court father's Orden,
church, gave a most charming social
emotional scenes
miendouelye
strong
yesterday morning on the charge of
at the church on South Third, and a
follow that the actress shows
whficili
saloon
ref
breaking ito the
Lem Jones
happy time was had 'by the large
her truly wonderful power. When
fifteen monthe ago and stealing a
crowd there. A musicale and literary
for her imprisoned loved one's sake
lot
of
whiskey
and
other
goods.
The
programme was rendered, refreshshe boards the dread council in the
William al-,
,9nr4r charge against
ments served, aud quite a snug- stun
'Fortress of-St. Angelo; she is truly
JUDGE REED WILL GET BACK 'britton was continued.
netted.,
splendid, and the nine curtain calls
Tem Ellison' was given a continuetre
followed this scene were as deTONIGHT FROM FRANKance until next Thursday of the warWashington Affair.
served as they were spontaneous."
rant charging him with stealing $130
The Newell society, of the BroadFORT.
from Jessie Harris, of Mayfield,
way Methodist church, entertained
"The Wizard of Os."
while the two were out in the "redwith a Washingtonian affair last
"The Wizard of Oz," which is to
light" district of West Court street
evening at the church, where many
be seen at The Kentucky on Monday
Maria Jones Filed Suit in the Cir- several nights ago.
gathered to enjoy the many interestnight of next week, is more than duA fine of $10 a-as assessed against
Mg features arranged for their benecuit Court Against John Jones—
plicating its success of laet,year, a
Tom Baker on the charge of fighting,
fit. The delicious refreshments insuccess so great ithot it is easily the
while Will Italie was dismissed of
Suit Held Up.
terspersing the musicale and literary
leader of thi class of entertainments.
that charge.
programme, combined to form a
Frank 'Baum's fairy tale is one
Bud Campbell and Tobe Davis,
most delightful gathering.
that is well adapted for a spectacular
Judge W. MI. Reed will return to- colored, got into a fight down on the extravaganza, and both his ideas and
night from Frankfort where he went wharfboat and each were fined $5 Aimee of the caricaturist have been
Mrs. Hills' Guests.
This afternoon Mts. W. J. Hills, and appeared before the legislative and costs.
most faithfully copied in the conR. H.- Marshall was fined ea and struction
the Misses Hills knd Miss, Susie committee and made an address on
of the play. 'The scareWetherald of North Ninth, enter- some measures that go before the costs for 'being drunk and disorderly. crow, tin woodman, the cowardly
Bigger Bale, colored, was held to
tain at cards complimentary to Ms. general assembly, pertaining to local
lion and the cow are moat original
Irvin McArthur, of LaPeer, Mich., circuit court matters. He will sign the grand jury on the' charge of steal- creations and are being capitally
ing
2 22-calibre rifle from Liveryman
Mrs. George Turner, of Memphis un all the orders for the present sesportrayed at the hands of a quartette
and Miss Leone Kessell of Piontaic sion of civil court, tomorrow, and Charles Clark, of South Third street. of clever players. The scarecrow
the
grand
not
As
jury
does
meet
for
Mich. Tonight a reception will be then bring the meeting to a close.
and tin woodman are, of cots-se, rhe
given at this home for their honor.
Monday he goes out to Benton to some weeks. Judge. Lightfoot granted principal features, anti it is said it
an
immediate
trial,
and
gave
Hate
convene the combined criminal and
would be herd to imagine any two
SIX animas in the county jail.
Charity Tea.
civil 'session there.
similar characters being better play•
Many partironized the Charity Tea
ed. Both gentlemen keep well withILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD in the bounds of good taste, and
given yesterday afternoon at The PalSuit For Divorce.
mer parlors by the ladies of the
Muria Jones, filed suit in the circuit
their make-ups and general performSpecial n.xcursion Rates.
Charity club. Tea wes served and court here yesterday aginst John
ance denote studious effort. There
On February aotee, 1906, the Illinois is just enough other things in the
a deLightful informal afternoon spent. Jones, charging that he abndoned her
They were Central Railroad cernpany, will sell way of music, dances and spectacuduring January, Igoe.
Flower Cotillion.
married in Ballad county during De- tickets at extremely low home seek- lar effects to keep an audience in
ers' excursion rates from Padiucah to good humor, and the play is never
This evening the Flower cotillion cember,
various points in Mississippi, Louis- permitted to drag for a moment
will be given by the elder pupils of
iana, Mexico, Kansas, Missiouri, In- alien the comedians are off the stage
Professor M'ahler, the dancing masHeld Up Decision.
dian Territory Texas, Nebraska,
the
afternoon
Yesterday
ter.
Justice Charles Emery yesterday North and South Dakota and to The ladies of the company are good
younger sdholars gave their colonial
evidence in the suit of Con- other territory in the West and to look upon and dance and king
cotillion, which was a most charm- heard the
Boswell against Drug- South, tickets good for 21 days to with never flailing vigor.
Robert
ear:Moe
ing affair.
money
gist George Raleigh for
return, and for stop-overs on the goDecidedly Novel.
concrete work plain- ing trip.
for
due
claimed
Confederacy of Kentucky.
Mr.
defendant.
fier
performed
tiff
.A decided novelty is the deela,
The United 'Daughters of the Cora
claims it is not according
One-Way Colonists.
monologue
given by Tommy Donfrderacy of Kentucky have offered a Rtwileigh
therefore refuses to pay.
One the same date, one-way sec- nelly and Harry Shuttle Tommy
prize for the best paper 'written by to contract,
holding up his decision ond class tickets will be sold at re- Donnelly for seventeen years and
any boy or girl under sixteen years The justice is
at the work himself.
looks
he
until
duced rates to similar territory, and Harry Shunk for five years have been
of age, of the subject of "The Causes
to Montana, Utah, Washington and the leading convey:Pans of the Al G.
The
War."
Civil
Lead
to
The
Which
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los Feld greater minstrels. Their names
competition is open to only those
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to have been linked with minstrelsy for
---c.Inktren in Kentucky, including a/1
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
over two dteades and they need no
Paiiiicals boys and girls. Mrs. L.
Vow further information apply to, introductiortoto theatregoers of this
Joseph Thompson is chairman of the
5. T. DONOVAN,
city. A half score of oilier comecommittee for this city and county.
AND
CAIRO
THOSE FROM
a Agent, Paducah, Ky.
dians will appear with the Donnelly
G. C. WARFIELD,
& Hlatfield minstrels at The KenWashington Social.
AT
STOP
BROOKPORT
T. A., Union Depot.
tucky tonight.
• The Christian Endeavor society of
ELEVENTH AND BROADthe Cumberland Presbyterian church
entertained a large party of friends
WAY.
last evening with a George Washington Social" complimentary to the anniversafry of the birth of that distin- Contractor Wiliam Katterjohn Left
guished ancesittior. A most charming.
Yesterday for Chicago on
(evening was spent by all.

TWO HELD OVEN!

FESTIVITIES

Amusements

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

JUDGE RETURNS

STOP TRAINS

Business.
Kr. Webb's Guests.
Mr.
here
Last evening there arrived
and Mfrs. Leon Dennison, of Cairo,
Yesterday Supt. A. H. Egan, of
Miss McAllister, of Marietta, Ill.,
Miss Jackson, of Vienna, Ill., Mr. the Louisville division of the Illinois
John faclasion of Anna, Ile, Mr. Centre/ railroad, arrived in this city
Eeeret Denison of Miarion, Ill., ac- and announced that commencing next
companied by Mr. William B. Webb. Monday he would have all the incom
The party are guests of the latter, ing passenger trains from Brookport
and this evening at The Palmer Mr. and Cairo ettop at Eleventh and
Webb will entertain with a dining, (Broadway so the people could get off
without being carried way out to the
to their compliment.
Union depot that is about two miles
from anywhere in particular.
Children's Hour.
This announcement will be received
- The first "Children's Hour" will with much pleasure by the entire
be conducted this -afternoon at 4 traveling public which has had to go
o'clock at Carnegie library on Ninth clear out to the Unien depot for
and Broadveway, at which time Mire years past and there undergo the trou
L. Mt. Rieke, Sr., will have charge. ble of coming all the way back to
All (+Wren from 6 to 12 years of town.
age are cordially invited to be presents at which time Washington
Shops Closed.
affairs will prevail, on account of
The railroad men all got a holiday
yesterday being the anniversary of
yesterday at tit eshops on account of
that general. The children will be Washington's
birthday.
talked to and instruct on matters of
educational interest.
Went to Chicago.
Contractor William Katterjohn left
yesterday at noon for Chicago on
husitrAi connected with headquarters
ot the Illinois Central. Supt. Pat
Halloran, Of the Katterjohn quarries
at Cedar Bluff, is expected to arrive
THOUGHT HE WAS TAKING A the Wet- of next week from California
where he went from Mexico. He
DOSE OF SALTS, DID HUGH
Las been touring those sections for
BURROWS
the part five weeks for his health.

TOOK SAL SODA

THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
YOU CAN PAPER

EVER BEEN OFFERED TO TH Z PUBLIC.

A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR

*rm.'. SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS.

FOR THE

MATCH

TO

NICE PLAIN FLU

AUL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS PL.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tHc PER SINGLE ROL/.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL,ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, Sac, tsc, sow

DESIGNS.

AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICII.
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE.
DESIGNS IN

NELL EFFECT, INGRAINt

NEW PA

AND—EVERY CONSIEVILABLit

CORNICE

OR AND LOVELY APFRINGED BORDERS

MATCH.

PO

ALL

COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRIL, ALL COLORS.

THE

VERY

LATEST DIE-

SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE

FRAMES, WIN-

DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
ZALL AND SEE OUR NWE LINE OF SAMPLES AND

PAPERS.

BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT

YOIT. RIGHT

AND

GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.

CIE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.

Nam
LUMBI
...P
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
529 Broalway.

Phoie 133.

Undertakers and Embalmers,
PADUCAH. K''-

130 SOUTH THIRD ST.

MAIM, [FINGER & CO.

NexttoWashingDishos
....The_Largest Fortunem.
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the. care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they proUnless, of course, you own a
duce

Hot) Water or Steam System

Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the foundation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...

Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
Estimates free

rooms

Ed D.Hannan
Both Phones

201.

132

South Fourth St., sas Kentucky Avenue.

Abram L. Weil & Co

You can start for $1. We pay four
::: per cent. compound interest:::

FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

Campbell E3Jock.
MECHANICS
. and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,

Office Phone 369.

—m--

Broadway,

-

Residence Phone 726

-

IINIMIAS16141161A.M.M11.2111.1A14
Cf.

513
6666
C\

4

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,

Brief Notes.
Stenographer C. J. Ryan, of the
(Ace of Superintendient H. J. SchemWith Assistance of a Cane—
ing, of :elite Nashville division, has resigned, effective March rst, to go to
With the Sick People
Chicago and locate.
The railroad engineers of the city
are preparing to give their annual
Mr. Hugh Burrows was danger- ball at the Palmer shortly before
ously ill yesterday at his home, floe Easter.
South Fourth street, hut this morning will be all right again. YesterMlle. Butticar, a Swiss, is the first
day morning he wanted to take a European woman to choose engineerdose of -gaits, which his wife pre- ing as a profession. She gained' a
pared for him, but after he gulped diploma with honor at Lausanne uniii'- down the big glass full it was found versity, being sixth in order of merit.
' - she had by mistake given his sal- She is now practicing in Geneva
soda which made him deathly sick.
Doctorswere immediately summoned
Puryear, of Abstract Co.,knenvs or
.,, and administered emetics that caused can discover all that is knowable or SADVCAH REAL ESTAT.,. WESTISrtN KENTIRAY rARIS.3‘ ENO
FICINTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT.
the dose to come forth and now he discoverable about your title.
KENTUCKY REALEST/alf)URNAL AND PRICE LAST
-, is getting over the mishap. Mr.
FREE TO EVERYDOpY. SEND FOR IT.
1
'rttrrows is the well known (hoe
Mrs. Ferol Wore is visiting here
- , linker at Rudy, Phillips & Co.'s.
from Memphis, Tenn.
ICDO A R W.WIIITTEMOIS.C. Paducah, lip.
'
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IMPORTANT
It Ls poor economy to have
your watch repaired by the
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.

gt

Albert Sappeli Is Able to Be Out

REAL ESTATE AGENCY'

Intsnoug

i

A. v....ALL Ar.

••.4...

x

J. L. WOLFF it
Jeweler
Lratikwgrigswim•viwgsVA'

ros-rg

L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
OfficW 306 Broadway

Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696

Teats league and the magnates do
L. 0. STEPHENSON..
S. P. POOL.
not like to give him up.
Henry Butler, a southpaw slab arTHE AUTOMOBILE.
tist, is the latest candidate for the
Danville squad. Butler, who hails
The Incident—A huge touring car—
from !Wiest Carlton, 0., signed his
red and carrying a staring-eyed
blight
yestercontract
Danville
a
name on
BOTH PHONES
203-205 S. THIRD ST.
day. He formerly played with South chauffeur and a pretty girl—dashed NO. rto
PADUCAH, KY.
down
the
avenue.
straight
long,
Mianager
league.
Central
the
in
Bend
A
of
young
a
woman
certain
pale
players
-s
Wiortharn now has fourteen
•
loveliness that could never pass unnoThat the Danville friends of "fro* in his string and aN of them will be ticed
left the sidewalk and started ta
trya
given
and
Man" Hiolycnoss may have au oppor- brought to Danville
A CANDIDATE TELLS
cross the roadway. Straight forward,
tunity to see the twirler in action, out.—Danville Press.
with a glance neither to the right nos
INITIATION. the baseball association last evening
HIS
OF
the
left, she hurried until, with a faini
Of Padumh, Kentucky,
l
L. A. L.'s Challengecf
took actions on his case. Holyeross
cry, s'he dropped to the ground Just as
have
city,
this
of
L.'s,
The L. A.
jumped his contract at Providence
the
whizzing wheels lashed the dual
a
Capital and Surplus $1/55,000
McAtee Says Everybody Laughed lest season and since that time he has received their first invitation for
Into a cloud about her.
titv.
from
coming
it
season,
this
been at outs with the National asso- game
A policeman gave three sharp notes
When He Was Thrown to
ciation. The directors agreed if he serniiirefessionals of Hound Getty, on his whistle. A bystander, his eyes
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES
would settle 'his case with the New Ill., and asks for a game there the wide with horror, dashed across the ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
the Floor.
York management, by whom he was second Sunday in May. The L. A. street and leaned over the prostrate
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
formed to Providence, they would al- L.'s are organizing now for the sea- form. The young woman stirred,
all
banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
Transacts
regular
and
City
Mlound
low Manager Wortham to give him a son and will give
Opened her eyes aad rose to her test.
•
'GOAT IS BLAMED
all outsiders as many games as they
"
tryout.
per
on
ffme
ustInJured,
ceetificate of deposita.. Safety boxes in lies
per, cent
annum
"Thank yogi:. I'm quite
want.
asthe
it
she
with
not
carry
away.
does
This
turned
and
said
BY INJURED CANDIDATE
t.cr !-eer a 1..) size, V r):2 carry your owe
proof voult far mut at Is
surance Clot be wii!be O.:cd oat is
T.,
I.
Porter,
of
Rowell
Mr.
I
Rev.
The Bystander—By George, saw • by and no one but yourself has access.
this city, bet it is merely to give him
a chance along with the other play- wields the sledge in his blacksmith crazy thing this afternoon, Tom. A
4
Bloonsirigton, III., Feb. ors—The ers. As yet, acoording to Manager shop on week days and attend to his mighty pretty young woman tried to
people throughout the teak and par- Wortham, he has not asked for a ministerial duties on Sundays. He cross Fairmont avenue when there
ticularly the members of the Mbdern chance.
recently married Anna Gardner and was a big red devil of an automobile
Woodmen of America, will be interSuits for the season have been de- Sam Acre in the blacksmith shop, coming down the road. By Jove, it was
ested in the outcome of a lawsuit on cided. upon, both for home and not even stopping long enough to an outrage, Tom, an outrage! The
thing bore down upon her like a rstrial here in which diaries McAtee, of travel. The suits on the home dia- wash his face.
tentless fiend. There seemed no esPadua, is the plaintiff and the Mba- mond will be White with blue trimMc- mings and while on the circuit the
cape, positively no escape. It's a marern Woodmen the defendant.
vel that every bone in her body wasn't
Atee its suing for $500 damages on ac- reverse. This action has been taken GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
count of alleged injuries from riding by the president of the league .
COLORED PICTURE FREE crushed into Jelly. And she came out
of it unscathed—abeolutely unscathed!
the Woodman goat as part of the
Many of the friends of the team are
Imagine my amazement, when I hurinitiatory ceremony when he was desirous of doing some little turn for Splendid Reproduction, in Sixteen
ried to pick up what I supposed would
.0114
a
taken into the society.
the boys and as it has been itnpossiPainting.
Tints, of a Celebrated
be a lifeless corpse, to have that same
The initiation took place December ble to allow them all a chance at the
corpse get to its feet and walk off!
a, Irma, and as theresirlt of injuries stock another plan ha& been hit upon.
Every person who sends one dolI stood like a ninny looking
received McAtee alleges that he had Tickets will be struck some time this lar to pay for a year's subscription to And I?
it.
after
weeks.
several
for
up
to be bandaged
week for the Opening game and they the Twice:a-Week Republic, of St.
The story which leaked out at the will be disposed of to the fans at $t Louis, lifro., and Farm Progress, will
ancor uorased,)
The Policeman—The ear was numtime was that McAtee was somewhat each. Something like .a,000 will be receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
bered 11,714, air. It was at the Juno
General Cartage Business,
obstreperous and that he was put handled out for disposal.
colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in tion of Piedmont street and Fairmont
through the kinks for objection to
When the association was first dimensions, entitled "The Departure avenue when I spotted It. and Vp was Superior Facilities for
Office
the work.
formed in this city it was named the of the Bride from the Home of running way beyond the speed limit.
2nd and Monroe
In the declaration cf the plaintiff Danrdie Doorbell association, but it Washington." This picture is a gave the signal, and Dolan held them Handling Freight, Machinery
it is set up that Mc tee was required 1112WW develops that there is already direct reproduction from the cele- up a block below.
Both 'Phone..,
And Household Goods.
to get astride a mechanical goat and one body incorporated under that brated painting by Ferris.
Sixteen
He
that the animal was a bad actor.
name, making a change necessary. colors were employed in the process.
Pretty Girl—Why, mamma, it was
declares the goat hopped around the This will be attended to some time It'is made on a tine, heavy paper, and horrid—perfectly horrid! Only think
lodge room like a bucking horse and next week by the president of the will make, when framed and hung, of it—arrested—me! And poor Wilthen stopping suldenly threw him beagee.—Dan v ii le Democrat,
a magnificent ornament for the home, kins—he wasn't going fast at all. Just
overboard, jumped on his carcass and
The Cairo pay roll for the month it possesses an uncommon interest to as U I should allow my ehauffeur to
ane finally fell on hale There were of Illay will probably amount to $3,- every American, as the central figure do that!
not enough men in the room to 000. This will be caused by the in it is George Washington, standing
It would have been all 'IMO
properly handle the goat, it is alleged. large number of men carried by Mr. at the portal of his Virginia home, mamma, and nothing would ever have
liikAtee was blindfolded and there- McCarthy in order to pick his team, bidding adieu to :he bride and bridge- come of it if it Ladn't been for a stufore cannot tell alt that occurred. He but on June t he will cut down to groom. The color work is highly or- pid little dowdy woman who tried to
says he was given a ride xnyhow and the legal salary of $1,100 per month nate and correct in every detail, as cross the road right in front of us.
that there was lots of noise. The by releasing all those in excess of are the character representations, Silly! I could have shaken her! Of
course some one saw us then, and we
the the constitutional number, which in- costumes, etc,
member* were laughing and
, r.f
Were stopped be that horrid policehairy animal bucked and pranced in cluding a playing- captains road or
the
is
Republic
eek
The Twice-a-W
a'wful' shape. Finally MxAtte was home manager, secretary. treasurer oldest and best semi-weekly family UMW.
Was she hurt? How should I know?
landed on the floor, where he claims or assistants, is limited to 12 men. paper in the country, and Farm ProgI couldn't see;
lie laid unconscious for some time. The thirty men signed by Cairo will ress, which is also plibliehed by The We went by so quick
stopped us—
man
that
after
and
The members of the lodge picked han report here April t and in the course Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
I was so indignant! As for
up and stook him to the office of a of two weeks the weeding out pro- monthly in America.
Remember, humph!
Wilkins, he was so queer I was half
euctor v7h0 was a member of the cess will commence. From the day that you get both of these splendid
of him. Actually, I don't know
afraid
order and dressed his wounds. Band- of reporting. until June is two journals an entire year, and the beauthing turned his mind.
the
but
as
up
to
aged them and fixed McAtee
months will be allowed in which
tiful big colored picture, all for only
well as they could. He had cuts on get a fair line on the mere—Cairo eine, dollar.
The Chauffeur (to himself)—How
his forehead, lips, chin and the back Bulletin.
Piesent subscribers may take ad- slow we go; we seem to crawl. I'll let
of his neck, on his !eft hip and other
Oh "splash!" When Paducah gets vaalage.of this offer, by sending a her out—out--out! There—now it's
places on his body. The doctor came hold of you dummies the "Weeding dollar and having their time marked something like! Ah, the wind—the
to see McAtee a few days afterward out process" will continue, as it did up a year. The Republic hereby wind!—It thinks to conquer me. It
and never returned again. McAtee all last season.
gives notice that this offer may be beats my face and stings my eyes into
as
looked
%sill
he
that
you
so
hopes
up
Register
the
Cairo,
bandaged
was
withdrawn at any time, and those tsars. Conquer me—me? Why, a
though he had been in a railroa do well in centralizing a fast teem who wish the picture should send in twist of my hand so—a:.d so—and so—
wreck. He was a strong, able man but this year you are in a league subscriptions at once.
ah, now we're moving! Ah, ha., Sir
before the accident but all that that will nuke you go for your
Remit by postoffice or express Wind, and you fight the harder, eh?
winter following was laid up.
money. Although the roster of the money order, registered letter or I'll show you) There, take that, will
The defense admits that McAtee Paducah team has been published bank draft. Do not send personal you?—and that—and that! I'll beat
was initiated, but differs from him Fernley has not dared comment, be- checks. Write names and addresses you yet, you puny thing! Look at
the houses, look at the trees, see them
as to the detail, of the work. They causes he is not next to these youngand address.
at my approach!
fly
say he was given what is known as sters—but Chief Lloyd is.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT, What's that—that black
thing
the short form not the whole ritMo.
Louis,
St.
Republic,
The
woman?
A
path?
hanmy
not
In
was
straight
ualistic initiation. He
Does a thing of skirts and feeble
dled roughiy, as he claims. He was "Bab" Shaw, the well known backFREE.
EUROPE
TOUR
like that think to stop my
or
device
strength
l
piece& on the mechanica
stop of the Paris colts, and a prime
course? No—s thousand times no! WIN&
--..AMMI111111
goat and shoved about the room. The favorite with the baseball public of
urnal to Take Nine- On, straight on—not one inch will I
machine moved with jumps and when this city, has signed a cneract with The Courier-Jo
teen Young Women Abroad As
swerve! Ate ha, she's down—down
it stopped MeAtee was thrown over the Danville team of the Kitty league
Oueets.
Its
beneath my feet, and I have won—
did
goat
The
floor.
the
its head onto
for the ensuing treason.
The Courier-Journal is conducting won!
not fall on him as. he claime, but
Mr. Shaw went to Danville this
on
sideways
over
Worthen),
tumbled
Merely
a popularity contest that eclipses anymorning to meet Me. C. A.
The Young Woman (writes)—To you
the floor All the injuries he received, manager of the Danville team, for thing of the kind ever promoted in
little book, I will tell the truth. TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH laEPAIRED BY US
my
Briefly, the Courierand they were slight, were due to the purpose of signing the contract this section.
to do that thing to-day. I
meant
I
not
busiwas
seven
Journal propose* to take on a
that fall on the nom. He
and traneactirtg other necessary
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
have those wheels crush out
to
meant
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
rendered unconscious at all. He was ness pertaining to the same.
fitting
it
thought
I
life.
miserable
my
taken to Dr. Johnson's office, where
Shaw is one of the best semi-pro- women from Kentucky and Southern and proper that her pleasure carriage
he
the
then
and
and
from
paid,
country
dressed,
expenses
the
an
were
in
Indiana,
cuts
his
fessional catcher,'
should destroy the existence her beauthis offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAPcame back to the lodge nenn and re- is also a !wavy hitter and speedy day the party leaves Louisville, July ty had already made of no value. I We make
mained the rest of the evening ate? lase runner. It is almost assured 12, until it returns to "The Old Ken- pictured him when he should see my EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Paduate a big supper.
that "Bab" will be more than able tucky Home," August ogi. To give poor, dead body crushed into nothing- cah.
all a chance the Courier-Journal has ness by the woman who had stolen
to make good in faster company;
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for $to.
The low of Shaw to the local club divided' Louisville and) Kentucky and his love from me; but, as the picture
diseiehteen
the
into
the
During
Indiana
saw
suddenly
.
I
Southern
irreparable
vision
my
is almoie
grew in
Credit to those who want it.
past season he pot up the real thing tricts, and the most popular young scorn in his eyes and the sneer on his
the
be
to
lips that he had ever loved so weak a
in the bialebon line and by his time- woman from each district is
nine- thing as I had proved myself to be— SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
ly hitting and base stealing saved the one to make the tour. The
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS.
DECIDED Colt, from what many times looked teenth young woman is to be selected and 'twee then that the wheels were
JUDGE HA NOT
the
of
to
dropped
Readers
I
has
How
work
way.
me!
another
backstop
upon
in
CASE
almost
DOCKS
THE
like defeat. Hie
the the ground and slipped from the track
YET.
been .by far the best seen on a local Cotrierofournal are to select
is
oi'the monster, I do not know myself
guests for the paper, by ballot. It
diamond for many years.
•.40.1.1••••••••••••••••
alone will —but I did it; and the ugly rubber
"Blab's" many friends in the city estimated that the trip
....We pride ourselves in tins department, which turns out our work
with him on the cost the Couriec-Journal about $15,- tires only ground my skirt into the
part
to
-loath
while
deyet
not
has
Ligthtfoot
Judge
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
to see him step 000 to say nothing of incidental and dust.
cided the quqtion whete in the ,local team: are glad
and
talk
may
and
walk
There
can
competition. We make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
And now I
baseball ladder and other necessary expnses.
county court the Paducah Dry Docks higher on the
good
how
book,
section
little
oh,
this
will
from
and
he
woman
laugh;
that
and EngliA Hall Chime Clocks. Clacks called for and delivered at
the belief
be a young
company protests egainet the $5,000 feel secure in
this tour. Just living seems!—Town Topics.
for
candidate
a
Beacon.
is
who
is
good.—Par
your reonest. We do Gold and Silver plating at short notice and short
rale, mark to valuation of the docks make
Wortham of the Waite the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
A.
C.
Manager
purposes.
No Go.
full
for emu* tax
prices. Diamonds reset while you w ait. We will take in exchange for
is making strenuous Ky., for a list of candidates and
verse," said the
of
bit
a
W. A. Gardner halt also appealed Danrville team
"Here's
purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
the services of Walls, details of the tour.
off while on any
dashed
01•11.1.1•11MMIMMSI
I
to tire county court, protesting efforts to secure
"which
caller,
grimirissre.
played
aSIWISPOINVIN
baseman who
you full market value for same, which is about the same as
against a $4,500 raise made to his the giant five
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JI MAY TESTIFY

Suit Against Modern Woodmen Attracts Attention

VIEWPOINTS.

0 Baseball I

PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO. E
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS

THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO

J. W. HUGHES

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

Paducah Transfer Company

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

MOUARCHEILENECilliplARCATI.MAINNTO

OVEIV

123 N. FOURTH ST.

Foram an Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757

Incorporated.

First:-ClasIs
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.

J. J. Welch,

224 Broadway,

PADUCAH, KY.

We Offer $50,00 Reward

ASSESSMENTS

REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
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A. POLLOCK,
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notion of the code which gives the
governor 'power to remove mayors.
It is even said that if he finds it
necessary the governor v)ill call upon
PUBLISHED BY THE
the state militia to assist in' stopping
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
Sunday baseball in. some of the large
(Incorporated)
cities where profesaionai league
MAYOR YEISER REFUSED TO
tlt Register Buildhig, 523 Broadway. teams play regularly every Sunday.
So far as concern's, Sunday saillsons
ATTACH HIS SIGNAJAMES E. WILK-it:Lit President. he says *e lid must be put on tight
TURE.
it: every city of the state and.'he will
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. uot be satisfied with a mere closing
of the front doors' white access from Aldermen Held Short Session Last"
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- the rear is left easy. The governor
Night and Then Adjourned Uncah, Ky., as second-class mail matter. calls 'attention to the fact that he
til This Evening.
made his position on this, sobject
$5.00
One Year
plain during the canipaign, last fall
s.so and that the remit of the election
Six Months
Instead of sendlag Preeident Geo.
_Three Months
.. 2.25
justifies this firm stand.
celgocilmanic
0. MoBroom,
.zo fully
One Week
The issue relived is pronounced and board, to Frankfort, Ky„, itii&a.oppo
Anyone failing to receive this paper enmistakable and a ,stharp fight is the police bilk the Ahern* at
regularly should report the matter to promised—one the like of Which has, sesaion last evening decided to simThe Register office at once. Tele- not been witecesed anywhere in the ply send up a resolution to be presented 'before the senate expressing
phone Cumberland 318.
West. The liquor traffic in Missouri municipal disapproval of the prois not as strongly intrenclhed or back- posed enactment which has already
ed by a* modh weak% as it is in Ohio gone through the lower 'house. A
copy of the resohition, which was
so that Gov. Pattiscni will have a dis
adopted by the upper !legislative
tinction that 4-Joes not belong to Gov. board here last evening will be sent
4-a++4-1-44++++.1-1-1-1-1-14-+-1-1•+1-1,4
Folk if he comes off victor.
the president of the state senate and
Friday Morning, Feb. 23, 2906.
The politicians are viewing the also !State Senator J. Wheeler Campmatter with a good deal of interest bell, the representative from here.
The resolution provided that it be
After Illegal Sellers of Whisky.
and it is not improbable that a new signed by the presidents of the aide:- ALDBRMAN CHAMBLIN ERECT.7.
In the house Wednesday informa- alignment of parties locally may
4c and councilmanic boards, and
.0.
ING SEVERAL AT DUamo
tion of an interesting character was come about before- the matter is setMayor Yeiser, but the latter regiven by Mr. Wilt, of Fleming coun- tled. Some of the democrats aresre- fused to attach his signature last
QUOIN, ILL.
ty, who ititroduced a resolution which ported as concerned for the outcome evening, because be favors the bill
at Frankfort and 'thinks it is a good
calls attention to the fact that dur- and as saying that instead of a poli- measure
and should be adopted.
Their
Retail Merchants Getting
ing the frseal year ending June 30, tician fur a governor they have got
Copies of the document will be
1eo5, there were issued in Kentucky an "old-fashioned Methodist."
made today and forwarded to FrankSpring Stocks in Ready for Busi*.
3.
2,382 kcetraes for selling liquor in
V
.
i.e Sunday observance issue is fort, but it will not reach Senator
ness—Elks Prepare.
Camille!l
right
bemuse
is
away
22'
.
he
the -state, and that during the same one that is coming generally into
Waehington, D. C. on state busiperiod there were issued by the fed- prominence. The!
dosing of solaces ness. The bill has already passed
eral government 1,864 more licenses is really but one feature of it. The the house. where it was presented by
Akleernan C. H. Chamblin has refor selling liquors than by the state, matter of Sunday baseball is very Representative Lows P. Head, of turned to the city after a several
thereby depriving the state of reve- much alive in nearly every commun- this city. All the members of the ai- weeks abscence over at DuQoin, Ill.,
dermanic body were present bait where he has contract, for construenue amounting to $150s000. The ity of the West. In the Ease Sunevening, and after the accounts and lion of a big addition tothe mammoth
resolution calls the attention of the day ball is very generally outlawed, bills hel dagainist the city were al- ice plant and also for the erection of
auditor 'to .the facts and recommends but it lias full awing ircinost of the lowed Superintendent Egan, of the an opera house. He has completed
that such action be taken as may be states of the Middle West and has Louisville division of the Illinois the ice factory addition, which costs
...
.World.
legal and proper for the collection of appeared to be little afraid of mu Central railroad, who was present, about $ao,000, while the opera house
informed tell atelorities that he !had' will cost something in the neighborthis revenue.
rucipal or state interference. If Gov. favorably considered their requell bood of $4o,000. He expects to fin-1 141-1-444"1-4.4*•÷1
* "4-4-:'+++';'+'++
:
•-:*
. The further fact that ten days ago Pattison shall put down the game in and would have the. incoming Cairo ith this job also within the next fel%
the dispatches from Wathington Ohio he will gain ilanortant ground and Brookport trains stopped at weeks and the return here. He will G. Beale and Churl 'a /14,!ts we-he
when th, mignatures of Mr
stated that a committee in charge of for Sunday observance and the issue Eleventh and Broadway so the pas- be in the city seismal days before
sengers could get off there and net getting out again for EfuQuoin.
the
Fold
original will and the twc
to
a- bill would recommend that the M- may be forced (to' tile gilt in estihee
be compelled to go to the Union dewere
codicil*
proved.
ternal revenue department be re- states. The main question involved pot and then have to come back vettSpring Stocks.
*Me witnesses to the original
quired to make public the names and is whether law's are enacted to be eral miles, to get back down into the
Many of the retail merchants an- were Harry J. Dumbaugh and Budl
location of all persons who are obeyed or to be trifled with and city. He announced that this new nounce that they are now getting in Mc Keever, suorneyk and George C
ruhtg of his would ge into effect their spring stocks of goods, which Madison, an accouneant,
•
granted a gcrvereitnient license ro sell evaded and also just where the line
neat Monday, and after stating his ane being carried to their upper floonl
Each testified that he had seen Mr
liquor, will aid very materially in the is to be drawn between sincerity and 'action to the board a unaninp
aoli voq
.nfiesed, ready for bringing down Feld sign his name to the instruefforts by state and county authori- sham in the matter of enforcement.— oi thanks was extended him for tilt
flali salesrooms to displace the win- ment and also on the margin of each
important favor that is ap2milto_c
_ _goods, just Whenever epring of the st pages of the will.
ties to suppress she illicit sale of Blocomington (III.) Pantagraph.
by the enaire community.
weather arrives and the heavy stack • The will WU.. Signed February 25,
liquers. 'Bootleggers and invm,oral
On account of yesterday
has to be stored away until the cold ;spa, and she witnesses 'testified the
The court at Louisville trying the Wa.4hington's birthday
resorts will soon learn that they must
and a legal months of next winter. It is now Mr Field was in perfect physical and
get out of the business of selling election contest cases have ordered thohday, the aldermen adjourned up- just between season, very
lIttls mental health at the time.
Equors. Making public the names the comnsiesioners to open The bal- on completion of the above men- buying of either winter or light
The second codicil was then provof those hokling government licenses lot boxes, recount-lite vote and stubs tioned m99i MESS, to meet again this gooda, and the merchants and their ed, the witnesSien being Rev. Samuel
evening and finish up the matter, be- forces are utihzing the time, gctting Kinsichtraum, pastor of St.
Margaris all the clew necessary for the lo- and make a full report to the court.
fore then'. They feared that on ac- the spring stock ready for use when ees thumb, London, who assisted
at
cal authorities to spot and stop the This order should enable the true count of it being a legal holiday
needed.
the weeding of Mr. Field and Mrs.
traffic that bass been going on for conditions surrounding the late elec- this might effect the legality of the
Cason, and Craig W. Wadsworth, a
tion in that city to be given to tht business- transacted, so decided to
.years practically unmokated.
Elks' Building.
lawyes, also of London A pre-nuppreatpont everything until tonight.
Next Monday evening at lintel tial agreement had been made wherepublic
It ie announced that this• evening Lagomarsino the Elks' Building com- by Mrs. Field accepted $2,000,000 in
The Value of a Thick Hide.
President Roosevelt has reached up there will be brought in by the light pany will hold a meeting, at whick lieu of her dower rights.
According to the St. Louis Repubcommittee of the board, a report up- time probabilities are something
The first codicil was proved last.
lic the late John R. McCall was not for his big nick and calmly informs on their proposition to "farm" out will be done towards selecting com- The witnesses
were Gilbert Porter,
fully equipped for modern high the senate that the rate bill must the city's eleattic lighting systemto mittees to proceed to outline the Waldo F. Tobey and Bud l McKeefinance. That paper seems to thipk suit him or he will veto it. The the Stone 8r Webster lighting con- furnishings that will be needel for ver.
cern. The report is being anxious- the home when it is completed.
Letter's 'testamentary were iitsued.
that the could have withstood the country will watch with interest the ly
awaited, as if; also the outcome Messrs. L. A. Lagomarsino and
presicoming
struggle
between
the
arrows of public denunciation, if his
of satins but many of the authorities
ho
Richard Davis went to Memphis',
hide had been as thick as that of dent of this great country and the state the plant will never be "farm- Tenn, to took over the new and reCard of Thanks.
Rockefeller and a few others who tree whom the railroads and other ed out" like some of the corpora- cently completed home there, and
We wish to extend our sincere
are noted past masters in the art of monied interval have sent to the tism friends want it to, butbe con- they will repeat to time balance of thanks to our many friends who
tinued
under
the
aupervision,
of
the
the directors, what 'they gleaned. The
senate.
robbing the people. It says:
municipality like ever since it was company wants to get their furnish-. were so kind and corisitlerate to US
during our bereavement when we lost
I•
If Mr. McCall had worn a hide
c instructed.
ins* arranged for as soon as possi- our darling little
,Sortie things at least are coming
girl, Dorothy. May
like unto that of Mr. Jottm D. Rockeble so they can be bought ,act be kind Providence deal gently
the people's way. After fifteen years'
with you
'jest
installation
here
feller he would have withstood the
held ready for
all. B. W. Moickbee and Family.
"Wait for the Car to Stop."
. ,
deliberation the senate has passed a
as soon as the time is done and
s ings -and arrows of outrageous fortpure food bill. It's time for *at
From ilhe annual report of the ready for their reception,
une, and be with us yet. He dicd of
Capital Traction ermipany, operating
body to do something.
wounds that would have been trivthe street railwayintiore than half the BONDS FOR Sioopoo,000 EACH
ial scratches for Rockefeller. - The
The retirement of Grosvenor from persons injured on the company's
leief ceetr'ence of Mr. McCall with congress is but at/other. illustratior lines in loos owed their hurts to dis- Signed by the Three Administrators
public censure was but a sample of of a man having outlived his restful- obedience of the rule that proh3bits
of the Vast Estate of Marshall
passengers from sneering or leaving
what Rockefeller has been undergo- Ile9S in public life, or that the
Field.
perlpic car. The number of persons injured
ing for a generation.
in the year was 403, and the causes
believe in trying new men.
Ccicago, Ill., Feb. 22.—The will of
of the accidents arc classified thus:
The hides of Rockefeller, Roger'.
j..3c Marshall Feld was admitted to proStepping
car
moving
off
et el are impervious to public opinFORMER .i--iLiiMAtiAN.
Attempting to board moving car 78 bate today by Judge Cutting, of the
ion. These gentlemen "clamor
conisions, with pedie
ins
39 probate .court, who issued letters of
„
for
—DENTIST—
8 administration to Arthur tB. Jones.,
dividends" and tell the world to r) Mr. William Leech Arrived Yester- Collisions with vehicles
Chauncey B. Keep and the Met'hang. MT. Collis P: Huntington beOar started while alighting
day from Cripple Creek, Colo.
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Loan
an and Trust company as
getting
while
snarled
Truehart Buikihsg.
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6 execnuts Lo
longed to that claws. There are sev6
Imes
in
Car
Felt
Mr. William Leech arrived here
eral gentlemen, in the United States
1
Measrs. Jones- and Keep apd Ors. n
2
Hand crushed in gate
senate who are pachyderms also. De- yesterday from Cripple Creek, Colo., Celliyien; of
37:Smith, acting for the Merchants'
cats
for a visit to his sister, Mrs. W.
I
pew at one time or another ever
1 • Loan and Trust company, who are
Armour Gardner, and brother, Mr. •Strucit by pole
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assume dharge of the vast estate
since the war has been under tire. Thomas C. Leech, of
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of the late menchant, eac hsigned a
Collision
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with
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`The Vandeirbilts were denounced un- avenue-.
Residence.
13 personal bond for $too,000,000. The
This is the first trip hack here for Faroloyet
til people got tired' of denouncing
bond quadruples in size any similar
the
of
is,
That
217
unfortunate
403
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
them. Jay Gould took, hie medicine eight years of Mk. Leech, who is one would, have escaped' injury if the"had document eon signed in Chicago.
of the' most popular and progretisive
Antorneys
Wilson,,
P,
John
Wm.
Telephone 270.
without flinching—and took plenty of young business; men
of this place. not -been in FKI great a hurry to
it.
that cast his lot in the West. On board or quit their cars. How many
going out there be became connected of the persona hurt getting off MOVIf a man woukl succeed and
be
ing cars were women who insisted on
'happy at frenaied finanoe he should with a large gold arising company
and is now general manager and sup- facing the wrong way the report 4pet•
lave a thick hide. Sensitive people erintendent
for the concern which is not say. Probably the proportion
. pay too great a price for that
one
of the wealthiest of that vicinity was large, unless the women of
sort
prosperiay. Perhaps, after all, it and controls vast fields of mineral. Wailhington are more careful than
He. is being cordially greeted here by, their sisters elaiewherei—New York
is better to be square.
his hosts of friends who are glad to Sun.
see him back.
Sunday Observance Issue.
41••••••,—,
For Sale or Charter.
Gov. Patti-son, of Ohio, has outA Recital.
lined a policy that will put him in •
Sternwheel steamboat, registered
Miss Mabel Maitland, of Dyers- 64 ft0ITS, entirely rebuilt from stern Begins Feb.
the race for fame with Gov. Folk,
25th and continues TWO WEEKS.
Better GET IN on
burg, Tenn., will give a 'recital at the to stern last grimmer, pant fiist inof Misrouri in the matter of enforcBroadway MI. P. chuedh on next spection Sept. esthe boat is 97X275/ - this for it is a GOOD THING
ing the Sunday laws. He announces Tuesday, Feb. 27th. She
cornea
TA feet; engines T0x3Y2 feet, 2 boilPrices cut on ili•LL BOOKS, BIBLES and DICTI'O'NARIES. Some
that thin 'Sunday laws must be obeyed highly recommended,. The enter- ers 38 inches- diameterx22 feet, allowExtraordinary cuts on Popular Mturiv.
'to the letter and that if they are not tainment will be composed of reci- ed 157 poundes.drawe a2 inches/ light.
tations, 'stories and sketches of plan- Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co., ,
Obeyed 'he will proceed under the I
tation life.
•
Helena, Ark.
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TRESOLOTiONS
ON POLICE BILL

BALDWIN PIANO
Scentcal
iifi ly Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....

It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Lcader'"for the dealer.

.

:
PRINTING
_'

THAT PLEASES
........
.....,
F YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
in any particular with the class
of Job Printing you have been
getting, push the button and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
.. hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to produce
the desired effact. Proof of all
work submitted for your ap• •• •
proval.

I

D. H. BALDWIN & CO.

W. T. MILLER,Agent.
PADUCAH, KY.
520 Broadway,

BIG BUILDINGS

20

The
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414,MILeill.
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TWO STORI

.
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tftlf=========
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KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St. Pkone1058R
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C. MANNING SEARS, It D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.

A. S. DABNEY

•••••••••

17••••••••kr

Or. Childress

Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building
Phone ,oar—Red,
Mn. E. L. Whiteside',
OSTEOPATH
6o354 Broadway.
Phones, old 1431

New, 76i.

H.T. Rivers,Wi. D.
OFFICE tee NORTH FOTO
TELEPHONES
Esoldsses sae
01Ika sag

7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY

Attorney-at-Law .
Roam 13 and 14 Co/iambi' Building,
Old Phone top.
_
1.10.1111111.1.1.1111.1111.1.111.11111111.15

Henrys Aseptic
Cream for •
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the
natural
moisture
ae the akia. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a akin food that supplies just the right blood moisture that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.

•

Our Special Book and
Sheet Music Sale

J. C. Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.

Harbour's Book DeplAment.

A111••••

EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
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Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
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records.

Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
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REJECTED
EV, CEO. W. MAIL BOX
1SALOONISTS
MUTILATED
PERRYMAN
PETITIONS 'FOR THEM WILL
S ARRESTED AND
CLOSES FIRST YEAR OF PAS- LON ROLLIN'
BE BROUGHT BEFORE
WILL BE TRIED NEXT
TORATE AT KNOXVILLE,
ALDERMEN.
APRIL
TENN.

THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

2.00 SHOES
, IEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SEMANIY PEOPLE reg.
-AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
CURED FOR 112.
OUR LINE OFSHOES AT THAT PRIitE IS VERY POPULAR.
EVERY
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND
SHOE
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
YOUR
TODAY.
THEM
BETTER ce)ME IN AND LOOK AT
HEALTWDEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.

It Is Understood Though That the
and Dave Johnson Executed Bond QuickLegislative Board Will "Stand
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mun in America, because his
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Hurry back,
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Yours truly,
116 S. 4th St.
- DON GILBERTO
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from
Miss
thieest
By AMY F. CACKETT
(Copyright, zycos, by Joseph Is. Bowles.)
It was quite by chance that Miss
Vorah I zgun isyer fouud a place in
eur quiet boarding house; and to us
It was a subject for constant wonder
that she remained where things generally were eo "slow."
The first night, arrayed In splendor,
she looked around the room in amazement and pity, and then beguiled us
with stories of the style people in our
station kept up in the west..
On the second night three of ottr
ladies turned in the necks of their
blouses and wore lace. By the end of
the week our ladies all appeared In
evening blouses, our hostess introduced
menus and entrees at dinner, and the
kitchen girl was pressed into cap and
trills and brought up to help in the
waiting.
Our ladies made still further efforts
to reach her level by wearing all their
jewelry and making a show of everything they possessed.
One afternoon, after an interview in
our hostess' private room, a suave,
polite stranger was ushered into our
midst and introduced as a new boarder.
Within an hour he Lad won all
hearts except that of Miss Pym. She
looked on in silent scorn while he
waited on the ladies with ingratiating
smiles.
As soon as he was safely out o' hearIng quite a chorus of voices said:
'What a charming man!"
Miss Pym fidgeted for a momets,
and then suddenly jumped to her frs .
"I reckon," she said, nodding her heaJ
we know a thing or two in the west.
If a man comes fooling around, bowing
and scraping, where the womankind
aren't young and good-looking, we put
a- double lock on our jewel cases and
tell the police to keep their eyes os
him."
"Good gracious! You don't mean to
suggest that Mr. Compton—"
"Never you mind," broke in Miss
Pym. "I've got a safe upstairs, so I

you," and she went as hard as sh•
could, while the man inside began to
bang on the door and demand his
freedom.
"Do you lo ar? Is anyone there"
he cried. "L t me out at once."
"Oh, yes! I am here," I replied.
"And you ve there, and there you
are going to stay until the police
come."
"For Heaveo's sake don't be a fool,
man. I can soon prove to you that it
is all right. Let me out quickly.
Such a lot desends on every moment."
"I can quit believe that," I answered, with a knowing smile. "Every
moment brings the police nearer."
"The police won't come, you idiot!"
he shouted.
"You must have a little patience,"
I answered, sardonically.
"I tell you, man, they will never get
here, unless you send a servant for
them. For go:linear lake, send some
one. I am a thit•edirse , They will
know me," -.
"I can quite believe your last remark," I chuciQed, "but I am not going to move fr)m this door even to
send for more solicu"
He then Off
z.o push his credentials under tLo scor for me to read.
but I assured him that I was no judge
of forged documents.
Something like a groan came back
in reply, and I conclsded that my man
had given up hope of escape.
After awhile it struck me that Miss
Pen; had been a long time away, and
on referring to my watch I found that
almost half an hour had elapsed.
Quietly slipping downstairs, I discovered the servants huddled together
in the kitchen. One of them went
forth with instructions to hasten back
with the first policeman she could find,
and I returned to my station at the

KEEPING THE WORLD WARM.
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.

If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
C,ompacion. Nothing impresses our
winter travelers among the civilized
peoples of Europe more than the low
Disappointed.
temperatures which they endure. Mr.
"Dear me," she said, when she wee
Howells, in his recent book, "London introduced to the aspiring young ate
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng- thor, "Isn't it funny how people
lish fireplace, with its meager outgiv- will form ideas? I had pictured you
Mg of heat, but concedes that "At the to myself as somehow like the hero 1
end it is &question of whether you would your story."
rather be warm and well, or cold and
"Oh. And don't you find any re
well; we choose the first course, and they semblance'
choose the last."
"Not a bit. You know you described
The rest of the world makes small de- him as being handsome and witty."—
mands upon the fuel supply for warming Chicago Record-Herald.
dwellings. lb some cold regions of the
earth it is regarded as detrimental to
The Maims in Salary.
health to have rooms artificially heated. The boy whose relatives all died
In many cold regions the people have
When baseball was the reigning sport
little more artificial warmth than the Now strikes the boss because, he says,
He needs more cash for their support
domestic animals in our barns.
—N. Y. Bun.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, first in it enormous wooded
HE MEANT WILL.
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oilwells and natural gas. The coal supply,
it is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 year',
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may hold out, it is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temperate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal is the world's chief
reliance for artificial heating.

In a few minutes I heard the welcome heavy staple and two poliesmen
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
(the maid did not believe in the efficacy of one) hastily presented them- News of Government Proceedings
selves and prepared for a rush from
Often Withheld by Mr.
the room as I opened the door.
Roosevelt.
But the rush did not come; and we
entered to find Mr. Compton calmly
President
Roosevelt is the most
brushing the dust off his clothes.
successful suppressor of news that
A word from him immediately gave
the country has had in the White
rise to a look of surprise on the poHouse for the past 26 years. If a
licemen's faces, and after listening to
topic is discussed at the White House,
some hurried instructions they quickly
and the president decides that
it
retired from the room, leaving Mr.
would be unwire te let the news of
Compton and myself alone.
it get into the newspapers, he has
"As for yo' Major Beishun." he said,
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
turning to where I stood in amazeall those participating in the conferment, "I am half inclined to have you
ence.
arreated for aiding the escape of •
This policy of keeping certain
criminal. You have done that pretty
effectually," he went on, looking at things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
his watch. "She has had almost an has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
hour's start."
"Good heavens!" I exclaimed; "you successful in it as Mr. Roosevelt. He
has an impressive manner of letting
don't mean to tell me—"
"I mean." he interrupted, "that I am nis confreres know his wishes, and
Detective Norton, and that I have it is rare indeed for one of them to
been staying at this house for the sole disobey the injunction of secrecy.
purpose of watching Miss Pym. Unfor- This fact has been brought out a numtunately she must, apparently, have ber of times lately, particularly when
identified me, but she was very care- New York politics have been under
ful to keep the knowledge to herself. discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very libThis afternoon I saw her fast asleep
in the dining-room, and evened myself eral ideas about publicity In connecof the opportunity of searching her tion with national affairs, and gives
room The little evidence that I have his cabinet officers great latitude in
gathered here would be suMcient for talking with representatives of the
But it
my purpose. But now, owing to your press about public matters.
clumsy interference and her clever- sometimes happena that he believes
ness, she has slipped off. There is that publicity will do no good and a
a f‘•-y,,.. only one thing to
In such cases
be thankful for, and great deal of harm.
VERY BUSY.
that is that she hasn't taken anything he imposes secrecy, and his caution
is invariably strictly observed.
am all right. But you watch if Mr with her this time."
"Are
you
sure
of
that"
I
groaned.
Compton isn't real interested in mr
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
"Quite," he answered; "the ladies
to-night when I wear my diamonds."
had
all
their
jewelry
on
last
night,
Mr. Compton appeared to see Mist
and I know Miss Pym has not been Much Red Tape IL Necessary to ObPym for the first time when she en
tain Right of Invention in
near any of their rooms to-claas"
tered the room for dinner, her die
Me:rico.
"You had better come down and see
mends ecintiliating in the gaslight
them," I said, helplessly.
But from that moment he had eyes fru
To procure a patent In Mexico the
He hastily explained to them bow
little else, and she looked around at us
matters stood. But they were at first party making application, unless preswith a smile of knowing triumph.
I nt in person, must furnish his repretoo frightened to understand.
The iron entered into our souls and
"Now." be finished up, "I hope, sentative with a Icier of authority—
we watched him narrowly. Hour by
ladies, you all have your jewelry and carts de poder in Ssanish—signed by
hour and day by day our suspicions
himself or herself in the presence of
money safe."
were fed by small events, to which out
"Oh, yes!" said Miss Molesworthy, Iwo witnesses. Ordinarily legalization
attention was called by Mies Pym, untimidly; "we gave It all to Miss Pym by a Mexican consul is not required
til, at the end of a week, our views had
last night to lock up in her little safe." It must be borne in mind that one
become quite definite and decided.
Almost before she had finished earta de poder will not answer for
During the whole of this time Mr. speaking, Mr. Norton
was up the stairs several applications,, as each applicaCampton paid her very close attention; and I followed quickly
behind him
.
. tion for either patent or trade 1131111
in fact, she could scarcely move but When I entered Mies
Pym's room he must be accompanied by a separate
he was behind her. This, as she point. was standing with
the door of the safe carte de poder. This must be amen
ed out, was owing to the fact that she open—and it was
panted by a full and complete descrippractically empty.
wore rather more jewels than the odaI am I regret to say, quite con- tion, and claims of and for the invener ladies, and he was only waiting the vinced of the
in Spanict,
cleverness of Miss Norah tion. If they are Hest
opportunity she never gave him in orIllington Pym, for she is still at large. ready for filing they must be in tripli•
der to appippriate them.
rate, on clear white paper 330 by /15
One afternoon Miss Pym came into
millimeters, approximately 13 by 184
YE HUNTSMAN.
the drawing-room quietly but hastily,
English innhes, written with typewith a look of triumph in her eyes.
writer on one side only of the paper,
Now doth ye title huntsman
"Major Belehun," :the said, excitedleaving on each sheet a left hand
Take "hunting license" outs
And with a brand-new "oetatte"
ly, "Mr. Compton has broken open the
margin of one-fourth the width of the
He goeth forth to scoute
wardrobe in my room and is now
Of course if Otto, are not
paper.
And
seeks
ye
beastes
ferocious
rifling es contents. Come and see!"
Sent in Spanish the local represent&
That haunt ye woodes aboute.
The ladies gave a little scream and
live attends to all the (Wails, which
He seeks with zest ye rabbit,
huddled together at this startling
is by far the better way. He should
eke
ye
And
doe
and
bucke,
statement.
be furnished with full names, profess
But presently he shooteth
"Hush!" she said, "you wie spoil it
Ye farmer'a gentle ducks,
Mon, citizenship and recidence of
And as he payeth for itte.
all if you make a noise. You keep
Applicant.
Ile darneth of hys lucks!
quiet here and nobody will hurt you,
Bicycles in Germany.
while 'the major and I creep up and
Anon he tries another,
Yclept ye "stifle-bust" plan,
Consul General Guenther ef Franklock the door on the thief. There are
And sneaketh through ye forest
two doors to that room, major, and I
fort reports that, according to a correAs softly as he can,
spondent of the Frankfurter Zeitung.
want you to lock one at the same moAnd suddenly he baggeth
ment that I lock the other."
only a very insignificant portion of the
A costly hired Iran.
As usual, Miss Pym's nerve and conbicycles used in Switzerland is supMark viell ye eltie huntsman!.
fidence carried complete conviction.
plied by the home industry. During
Rye gunne he keeps atte cock,
So, leaving the ladies quiet but thorBut when a haps tie seeth
the last five years 74,500 bicycle; were
Ilya knees together knock.—
oughly frightened, we crept softly upimported into Switzerland, of which
And finally his guide doth kills
stairs to carry out her idea and catch
were German, 12,500 French, 6,
49.500
Ye rabbit with a rocke!
our man red-handed.
000 Amrelear, and 1,700 English. Less
Beware of ye same huntsman,
Following her pointing finger, I mew
than ten years ago England controlled
And walk behind hymnotte,
Swiss bicycle market; to-day the
In a mirror which hung on the landing
the
The which of his vicinage
English trade therein is almost nil
a reflection of a door slightly open,
Is the moste fearsome spotte—
For there Is where by. comrade
and in the room beyond, Mr. Compton,
The Zeitung correspondent Rays tine
Most frequently gets shottel
very busy with the contents of the
the imports from Germany are steadily,
drawers of the wardrobe.
Increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
.Meanwhile, observe ye Nimrod—
He etIppeth for to buy
In a moment Miss Pym reached the
cans, etc., coming almost exclusively
A goodly bag of beastles,
other door, and simultaneously we
from Germany.
And personalty doth Ile
slammed them and turned the keyt It
Unto his trusting wyfe. who
His Living Expenses.
did not seem strange to me then that
Just winiteth of her eye.
both keys should be on the outside.
--St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Mr. Jackson (surprised) —So ye find
As the keys clicked there was a
yo'r living expenses are reduced onediout of rage from Mr. Compton.
The wife of a well-known author has half since you got married?
"You stay here, and 'guard the door, a fad for collecting trees. Fitting sort
Mr. Johnson (desperately)—Yals, de
major," said Miss Pym. "while I run of pastime for an author's wife to pur- other half has to go for household exfor the police. I shall go quicker than sue. Coal comes high.
• penses.—Life. '
X

In Style.
"Yes, my dear," said the fond hue
band, "they are—er--um
they
are good cigars of their kind, but
they— Ygp see—"
' "Now, dovey," said the gentle wife
"I Ehow you can't Ind a more Both
ionable cigar than that. It is thc
very latest tint of brown. I matched
the cigars very carefully with a piece
of the goods of my new dress, and I
am sure it is the precise shade that
is most popular this winter."—Judge.

PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.
Interesting Tricks That Are Per•
formed with a Talking
Machine.

1JNLIICE

FINE TRAIN
TO'
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HIS 31214

Florida

amusing
Sonia) interesting and
"stunts",that may be performed with
a talking machine, graphophone or
phonograph are described. In addition to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high as possible, and an announce"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louls
ment recorded on a blank in a deep,
loud voice. The machine should be vilie at 8 a. in. daily connects at
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu- Danvilde, Ky., with solid train 0
and
vestibuled
tions per minute, and the speech or Pullman sleepers
monologue recorded at that speed. coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
care being taken to articulate die arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so
tinctly. When the blank is full and mu. and St. Augustine to a. m. n
Dining ca
reproducer may be substituted for the diy, without change.
recorder, and the machine be brought serves all meals en :watt.
up again to high speed at which the
"Florida Special"—Leaving Lou"
announcement was made. When the ville 7:45 p. m., carries observikig
record is reproduced at this speed the sleeper daily except Sunday, Lo
the result will be the loud voice of ville to St.
Augustine, wirhou
the announcement, followed by a rap- change via Chattanooga and Atian
id, pinched-up little voice making the arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o
speech.
m. and St. Augustine at to p.
The second trick described is the next day. From Danville
reproduction of a whistling duet, in solid train of drawing room sleeper
which both parts are performed by composite car, observation ear. etc
the same person. This Is effected as Dining car serves all meals
en route
follows:
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull"Put on a blank, and after the speed
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
is at about 160 revolutions whistle
p. m. daily, running through t
some popular piece of which you
Knoxville, where connection is mad
know the second part. When the
at 9:35 a. M. with through *kept
record is full set the recorder back
to Jacksonville, via Asheville,
to the beginning again without stoplumbia and Savannah, arriving
ping the machine. When the recordJacksonville at 9 a. tn.
ing points gets to the commencement
of the piece the first part will mound
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so Good returning until May ate, a
now on sale at low rates.
loudly as the first.
"Several, modifications of this experiment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly sediment,
but that need not be oonsidered •
Going via Asheville and "Land
Mr. Oldbatch—lf your awed hes drawback, as a spoiled record
can be the Sky" and "Sapphire Co
band died without making a will, al easily cleaned with a rag and a
&I.
little and returning xis Atlanta and
least you'll get a third—
kerosene. The rubblpg should be tanooga or vice versa.
Widow Twistweet—Oh! this is so lengthwise of the cylinBer till the
For the "Land of the Sky." wtti
lines
sudden.—Chicago Journal.
are all removed, after which a soft ter Homes," rather handsomely
cloth is wrapped around the record Instrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
In the Crowded Car.
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold- address any agent of the Southern
"There's one thing I notice about ed records may also be cleaned in thli Railway
or C. H. Hungerford D.
Mr. Sulfisch when he rides," said the way, which fact suggests another P.
A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
honey girl, "he bounces up ad down amusing trick.
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.,
in his seat-"This will call for two records, Macaroon, G. P. A., Q. & C.
"Huh!" Interrupted the observant preferably talking selections, which
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
girl, "whenever I 'eee him riding he are exact duplicates. One of these
IS
just bounces down in his meat and 'doctored, by cleaning off the latter
hides behind his newspaper."—Phila- half, the rest being protected by a
delphia Press.
piece of writing paper wrapped armed
and secured by an elastic band. On
A Paid-Up Smile,
this blank space various remarks
Mr. Facetious (having his portrait should be recorded, which should be
painted)—I suppose you want me to look 'very different from those originally
pleasant?
there. The good record is to ne
Artist—Yes,and pay in advance.
played through first. Whilo saying
The Illinois Central maintains dot
Mr. Facetious—What's that for?
that you, will repeat it the second bit daily service, and operates the
pleasant
Artist—Oh, so that I can look
one is quickly substituted in the ma- best of trains, with Dining Cart, Buftoo.—Tit Bits.
chine, and, of course, starts off exact- fet-Library Cars, Chair
Cars died
ly like the first one. When the 'doc- Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, # St.
The Wife for Him.
tored' portion Is reached, however, Louis,
Cincinnati and
Louisvire
Candid Friend—I say, Chatterton a change will be noticed, but cannot read
for reaching the Winter Tour
you ought to marry an intellect= be accounted for by the bearers.
matresorts of the South, including
woman.
"By taking two records of entirely New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Chatterton (much pleased)—Do you different character, cutting each In
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
think so! Why?
two, and putting on a half of one and
Mardi Gras at New Orkans Feb.
Candid Friend-43o that your chil a half of the other, we can often jump
dren will have some brains.—N. Y from the sublime to the reliculous by 27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
Weekly.
quickly flipping the reproducer across
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
Lb. gap from one to the other. With
ocean steamship sailings from New
Couldn't Account for It
care the thinner half one of these
Bacon—Your wife doesn't seem is records may be slipped halfway on, Orleans for Mexico, Central Amerihave the same color to-night she In a reversed position, earl when made ca, Paeema, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
usually has.
to run true wilt produce everything
Egbert—I don't know why not; she backward. A curious thing about in regard to the above.
gets it as the same place, and pays the such records is tnat the voice one
Havana Via New Orleans.
same price she always has!—Yonkers hears in the proper direction Is In
Statesman.
Havana,
Cuba, is best reached via
stantly reeognized when revert'!, t ,.t
the Illinois Central through service
is, of course. unintelligible."
to New Orleans and the new often.
Farewell Tours.
"How are you doing on this year's
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
Truth About Iffoonshiners.
farewell tour?"
Novelists who have written about
S. S. Prince Arthur
e
"Not so nicely," replied the prominent moonshiners have casit about them •
leaving New Orleans every Wednesactress, "Altai IfIld on last year's farewell glamor that is not real. We are I,d
di& at 4.00 p. in. and arriving at
tour."
to Irina' from works of fiction, says the Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
"Well, 1 h6e you do better on next St. Louts Csobe-Democrat, that the
Hot Sprbigs, Ark., Florida.
year's farewell tour."—Chicago Sun.
nioonshiner makes whisky and refu.es
Daily Sleeping Car without change
to pay tax on it purely en principis Chicago to lInt Springs,
with conThe Strenuous Kiss.
He does it to show that he has a fres nections at
Mcinpilis from Cincinnati
Patience—Aren't you afraid of inn
and untrammeled soul, according to and Louisville.
crobes when kissing Will?
the Writers. And he Is always posseuThrough "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Patrice—Oh, gracious. no! Why, no
*4;1 of a pretty daughter. As a matter
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
microbe could live through one of his
of fact,dihe moonshiner makes whisky
south to New Orleans. The bail
kisses!—Yonkers Statesman.
and avoids the the for revenue only
via Nsshville, Chattanooga and Atand his daughter Is a "fright." The
A Hard Matter.
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleoMexico, California.
Parke—I can't seem to get a butler margerine-maker is a nicer person
than
to suit me.
Special Tours of Mexico and Calithe moonshiner; he,is not so averse to
Lithe—What's the trouble?
water that be never taltre a bath and fornia 'via the Illinois Central and
'Well, they either know too little, os he' does not regard murder
as a pas- New Orleans under the auspices of
too reseh."—Life. •
time. fin we would edenmend him to Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave .,
our writers of .omance as a worthier Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Felle*
Dangerous.
subject than his mountaineer proto- 23rd, for Mexico and California, the
Elsie—Mother, Mrs. Roosevelt is the type. He is more accessible and safer last to include a stop-over at New
"first lady in the land," isn't she?
and in time can be made a picturesque Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire Mother—Yes, dear, but for gracious figure.
trips made in special private vestisake, don't let Bridget hear you say it
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
—Philadelphia Press.
dining car service. Fascinating tripe
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac- complete in every detail.
Quite a Difference.
Illinois Central
tory could build up a profitable trade
Weekly
Excur"I love my love in the morning," In pipes which could not be
sions
to California. Excursion cars
smoked
sang the young man, ardently
under any circumstances through the through to Los Angeles and San
"Huh!" exclaimed
her
younger fact that the stems were made ;mild Francisco as follows:
Via New 0
brother; "you haln't never seen het Instead of hollow, but
there is a fao leans and the Southern Routes e
In the morning yet."—Puck.
tory in England which makes thou- cry Friday from Chicago; every Tut
sands of gross yearly. They are sold day from Cincinnati and Louis**
As Usual.
to the shooting galleries, where a pipe via Omaha and the Scenic Route it
Cecilia—I suppose she's happy now has always been found one
of the try Wednesday from Chicago.
things
that monei can cheapest and at the t.ame time
she has all the
Full Particulars concerning all of
Most
buy?
satisfactory targets. One shrewd pot- the above can
be had of agents of
Marie—No. She noir wants the few ter found that he could
make the the Illinois Central and
connecting
things that money can't buy —cagesips goods cheaply by not piercing the
lines or by addressing either
of the
stems, and practically occupies that undersigned.
Mythology.
all
by
himself.
field
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A., ancinwati.
Teacher—What is Ceres the goddess
F. W. Haelow, D. P. A., Louisof?
The Ways of Men.
ville.
Effie—Series, ma'am, is the goddess
willing to take
Few doctors are
John A. Scott, A. G.
A,. Mens
of continued stories!—Life.
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets Into trouble he hastens to hire
Had All the Signs.
.. H. HANSON, P. T.
an attorney, and it Is hard for peo- Phi6A
M.
Barber—How do you like this resort ple to admite an artist who
Chicago.
paints
Victim--Great! You got it with chri%.„
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A.,
his own portrait.—Chicago Record
arette Coupons, didn't you 1—Judge. , Herald.
'Chicago.

via

Southern Raba
and
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Variable Tours
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And assea, aim wnat he thought of it. '
Now the clerk was a wide-awake New
HEAP IN EUROPE.
TITLES
Yorker and he said at once:
Flowers are her garden's eyes,
They watch for her soon*
"He isn't going to do a thing but give
An Instance Illustrative of the ReadWithin whose smile there lies
a pass. You go up and see him."
you
iness with Which They Are
APS WHICH HAVE SLARXRD
A beauty like her own;
Binkersley went up to the offices
So
Their fragrant lids they ope
Accorded.
Hill RRIGN.
railroad company and asked to
the
of
see
to
morn
In haste at
If you want 3,..ur mothes cleaned,
see the passenger agent. The passenger
Her who is all their hope.
spirit
martial
"The
that Pervaded
or repaired, take them to K. C.
dyed
So fair is she!
agent had gone out to lunch.
civilian very
tisands of Poor Subjects Crushed Europe makes the average
nettled
329 South Third Street. / have
a
in
y
Rose
Binkersle
said
"Pshaw!"
eyes—
Stars are her heaven's
much of a nonentity as be journeys
him.
to Death on Day of Coronasee
line ci samples for tints
to
nicest
ey.pressly
the
sleep,.
here
she
while
her
came
tone. "I
They watch
about the gay capitals across the ws.
Lilies of paradise!
that is important to In the city. Suitia made to order.
on
business
is
It
tion—May a Fateful
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord,
White pearls in azure deeps!
him. Something relating to the road."
Month.
For her their glow and gleam
lug to the Ban Francisco Chronicle.
Huh?
Binkersley said this so sincerely and
night,
tranquil
t
the
Throughou
"Which leads up to the advice that,
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
a
not
u're
dreamt
Thump—Yo
Miss
lovely
so as if he had come a thousanu
the
looked
PoundenBringing
\t has been suggested that Nicholas If you want to attract attention when
one,
new
a
delight
was
her
For
who
clerk,
the
that
I'm
lover,
afraid.
miles,
czar of all the RUSS1SS, is the un- you go to Europe, you want to have a music
Mr. Foote-Innit — Indeed I am.
asked him in to one of the inner offices
—LAWYER—
Nor flowers nor stars are eyes
t of living men. One would military title attached to your name.
What makes you think I'm not?
and settled him comfortably and offered
For me. I follow one—
on
impressed
forcibly
was
fact
The
o difficulty in showing at least
Her lover—shadow-wise,
him a cigar from the agent's box, and
Miss P.-T.--I thought you looked
practice in all courts of Kai.
Companion to the sun!
the czar has had more mischance my mind while I was on a European bored while I was playing.
Binkersley the little "gent's goods" man Will
The clerk at
Her eyes, both flower and etas.
back.
time
tucky.
some
tour
• any otheemonarch on a throne.
sat back in a swivel chair and smoked
Mr. F.-J.—I may have looked bored,
In loveliness outshine;
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
to
strange
very
a perfecto that tasted
1118 first mishap was that which
Mirrors of Love they are,
but I do love music. — Cleveland
me that two distinguished officers from
Reflecting mine!
him, and felt that he was practically one
Pbetically -came to him in Japan. my city had been spending some tints Leader.
Buifirt
In
Sherman,
Dempster
—Prank
the high officials of the road.
of
was touring Europe and Asia in at the hotel a little while before. I
Set.
.
Rejoicing
sat there until he was so hungry
He
91 with Prince George of Greece was curious to see who they were, so
I sat behind a theater hat,
he didn't know what to do and then he
t Osen, Japan, although he had had we looked back over the register for
And as I heard the way
asked where the reilroad restaurant
The actors talked, how glad I Was
the their names. We found them withSt. Louis and Tennessee Rives PackUndid
entertainment from
was, and he went down there meaning
play.
I couldn't see the
to
greet
first
The
trouble.
much
out
et company—the cheapest and bow
lltado, there was a feeling antago—Puck.
to spend at least a quarter on his lunch,
excursion nut of Paducah.
c to Russia, and a Japanese drew my gaze was written down in this
felt
but it looked so very swell that he
fashion:
A CHANGE OP PROGRAMME.
nerd to kill him, when Prince
it would be small in him to spend less
"Tot M. H. Hecht, San Francisco,
than a dolltt.-, and that is what the lunch
re, thtust 'it aside.
Cal., U. 8.
LOOMIS
BATTELL
him, exclusive of the tip. He had
cost
CHARLES
By
But what he was preserved for was
"Further down on the page," inter.
smaller than a half dollar, so
( Author of "Cheerful Asearizass," etc.)
change
no
Sithe
of
sod
turn later the first
rupted the clerk, "you will notice the
he asked the waiter to change the silver
rink railway at the eastern end; name of Gen. Satz."
(Copyright, mos, by Joseph B. bowies.)
for him, and that obliging fellow
"There, in a bold hand, was inr the dignity—which he in no
brought back two quarters, which was in
on
Chicago
to
going
I'm
"Yes, sir,
desired, but shrank from—of scribed 'Jacob Sala, Gen. Mir., San
nature of a hint. And Binkereley
the
rubura
business," said Binkersley to
e crown which came to him soon "random, Cal., U. S. A.'
took it—that is, he gave a quarter to
pair
a
bay
to
in
had
who
stopped
banIte
-What actually happened was this,
It is a trip of pleasure. oesubste
✓ by reason of the death of his
of gloves. "It's quite an expense, but the waiter.
as I subsequently learned. Sala, who
WY%
went
rest; good service, g
he
and
and
fine,"
he
"felt
lunch
After
at
health.
III.,
her, Alexander
Livadia.
my wife thinks I'll get it back in
Is well known as the owner of a big
no rods
good rooms, etc. Boats
*grin.
This attack occurred in May—a tannery at Benicia, arrived at the he
Chicago is quite a bustling city, so I've up to the offices
"Very sorry, sir," said the clerk, "but
nth eventful to Nicholas H. It was tel, and, noticing Col. Hecht's name
always heard, and I may get ideas for
5 p. se,
just received a telephone from Wednesday and Saturday
we've
we're
No,
gloves?
Castor
business.
my
that
ago.
May that he was born, 37 year,
and title on the register, decided
until For other information apply to )118.
back
be
he
won't
and
Gregory
would
Mr.
How
now.
just
those
of
all out
He did not want at 26 to rule the be needed a title himself. So he wrote
to-morrow or next day. He's called Koger, superintendent; Frank
you go to Chicago? What train?"
tiny of 130,000,000 people. He had after his name what he thought was a
Brown, agent.
of town."
out
ways,"
dozen
a
half
are
there
"Why,
mer
ways detested official life and the proper abbreviation for 'general
Binkersley was disappointed, but he
said the suburbanite, who was a travy. Dur
beautifull
worked
It
chandise.'
and
cottage of courtiers. But the duties
eling man. "Why don't you get a pass?" was a philosophical sort of chap
stay at the hotel he was re
time, and it was only
good
a
had
had
he
d responsibilities of autocracy fell lug his
storelittle
the
said
pass?"
a
get
"Me
spectfully addressed as 'Gen. Selz.'"
n him.
keeper. "No, sir. I've always paid my a prelude to big burilness.
That evening he took his wife to the
way."
He began badly. On the occasion of
Office hours
IN THE AUTO.
MOUSE
THE
a thing he had not done since phones a4o at residenc.
traveling
the
theater,
said
right,"
all
"That's
is coronation thousands of his poortickets.
oard
bill-b
getting
corhe stopped
Mike—It's always the unexpected man; "but you know these railroad
7 to g IL. in.; Ito 3 p. in, 7 to g p.
`subjects were crushed to death on Description of a Trap That Gives the
wot 'appens. Last aight I went 'ome porations are soulless affairs, and if you The theater cost a good two dollars, for
plain
Is
that
It'
On
After
Plain.
Llidyeskol
Captive a Ride
second
the
in
seats
best
very
the
he
got
it."
do
I'd
thinking the missus wool] 'it me with can get a pass,
BUILDING.
TRUEHEA RT
e what many regarded as the fatal
Caught.
"Well, how do you do it? Don't you balcony, and after the play nothing
the poker.
vidence of the ill luck which pursues
would do for thic man-about-to-get-ahave to be rich?"
Jock—And she didn't?
Both phone 288 at the office, both
Now it is an automobile mousetrap.
it makes his life woeful. Just boThe suburbanite was something of a pass but a supper at one of Young's resflatthe
with
'it
me
;
she
Mike—No
has
and
tin
d
of
perforate
made
is
It
dollar
another
or his accession he had become beand an old boot. Wot is a man practical joker and he saw that Binkers- taurants, and that made
three wheels. The ;wheel in front is Iron
ley was already inoculated with "pass look extremely 111.
tted to the Princess Aliz of Hesse.
do?
to
several inches in diameter and resemfever," so he said:
Next morning Mr. Binkersley went
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
Isi too, was outside his reckoning. bles the wheel in • squirrel cage,
way
the
on
and he we'd in a..cab. It was
depends
all
It
uptown,
No.
"Rich?
An Achievement.
ip had it that he didn't want to says the New York Sun.
(Homeopathist.)
it's done. Let me conCoct a letter for expensive, as he well kne*, but it could
In language, simple truth to tell,
an•y a German princess and that the
When the mouse has entered the
He must have studied long and well—
you. The general passenger agent of be cha,rged to expenses eventually.
of
,
closing
thus
daughter
rincess Helene d'Orleans
trap and taken the bait,
He can recite and also spell
The passenger agent was in, but he Office, 306 Broadway—Phone ass.
the eight-track road is a Jolly fellow,
A complicated col.ege yell.
be Comte de Paris, was very much the door behind him, a little passage
pass
he
may
right
him
busy.
was
hit
if
you
and
Residence, lip Broadway.
—Washington Star.
leads trim to the big wheel in front
mired by him.
him," said Mr. Binkersley with
you all the way to Chicago. and then
—fell
Phone z4g.
allows
III luck seemed to pursue him in his Here an ingenious arrangement
you can do him a good turn by crying an importance that he could not conCommonplace.
his getting
prevents
but
in
to
get
him
that
arried life. For a time it seemed
"What sort of a monument has she up the road whenever you sell a pair ceal although he tried to, "tell him
out of the big wheel once he has enof socks. See?"
my cab is waiting for me outside and
as though his wife would bear bin%
chosen for her late husband?"
Cecil Road
Flournoy
tered.
"Why, certainly," said the tradesman, that I'd like to see him at once. 1 have J. C.
"A university."
nothing but daughters and no heir to
In his efforts to escape the mouse
before!'
"I'll
twice
the
prospect.
with
here
been
quite delighted
"A university'?"
the throne. In 1826 she gave birth to sets the big wheel to whirling. This
advertise his road, and may be worth a
This had the desired effect. That is
"A university."
the girl christened Olga; two years rests on the Boor and acts like the
in distinction! I looked great deal to'him before I get through." to say, the boy delivered the message,
lacking
"How
a
In
e.
two
ter to the one named Tatiana;
driving wheel of a locomotiv
"That's the idea exactly. You let me and in a moment Mr. Binkersley heard
to her to hit upon something which
ears later to Maria then la 1901 to minute the mouse is spinning about would be not only costly, but out of the write the letter and then you copy it."
a roar of laughter from the inner room
sr and 12, Columbia WA.,
the Boor.
natal&
So the waggish customer sat down to and said to himself: "He's in a good Rooms to,
"—Puck.
ordinary.
ace
thought
be
should
It
why
Just
his desk and wrote as follows:
PADUCAH. KY.
humor."
Meantime the czar and the people
visible to give the mouse an autog Doing.
later the boy returned and
Somethin
moment
Dear Sir: I WM nearA
C.
Mr.
Gregory.—
d the czarina herself were disapJ.
the
caught
is
mobile ride after he
Mrs. Dearbor.1-1 hear your hus- ly MS and I have never att a man pay my said with a deference that seemed the
ated. In August last year the czar- mousetrap eealer doesn't know. What
fare even on a street car Now I'm going
has opened a law office.
thing to simple Mr. Binkersley:
band
bort another chrid—and it was a is more to the point with him is that
to Chicago. Do you think I will let you real
he
has.
Yes.
this way, sir."
It
try
Wabash—
Mrs.
Just
"Come
do,
you
If
pass!
a
me
send
may
respect
this
good
in
.4 So his luck
the little novelty has attracted a
y went that way and
alo-s?"
and see what I will do with it You will
Binkersle
he
getting
is
"How
Mr.
said to have turned.
deal of attention and hums sales have
find my address on the heading, and any was ushered into the presence of a whttedoing nicely, thank you.
is
he
"Oh.
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, Ise
furs
time you want socks or gentleman'
However much a liberal at heart, the been frequent.
"Who is he doing nicely?" — You. nishings, drop in. Be quite sure that even haired, bristly-bearded man who looked
t accounts agree that the czar took
ker4 Statesman.
if you did send me a pass I would never more like a genial farmer than the manHort LFIfth Roth Phone 355.
his inherited authority first with WATERgPOUT IN_ THE ALPS.
say a thing about you road, as I think all ager of a great business.
Yours,
Phone iligs
.
moropolles
are
roads
istasts, and then with the firm pur"Is this Mr. Binkeraley?" said Mr. Residence toils Clay, Old
Do It Now.
Startling Phenomenon Recently WitLEY
SINKEIIS
JOSEPH
polifather's
his
g
Gregory.
pose of continuin
Customer—Why don't you tack up
nessed in One of the Moun"There!" said the customer when he
"Yes, sir," said Mr. Binkersley.
"Do It Now" motto? It's bee;
this
cies. He kept his father's counsellors.
Lakes.
tain
had written,"Gregory will
"So you don't want a pass, don't you?"
Lying around on the counter for a read what he
and declared he would uphold the prineither think you're a crank or a very said the passenger agent, carrying out
ciple of autocracy.
The rare spectacle of a waterspout month!
clever man. If It hits him all right you'll the spirit of the letter which the subtack
tew
Grocer—Wa-al, I'm a-goin'
His Ill luck interfered here, too. Po- on one of the Swiss lakes was withave saved you $20."
urbanite 1— 1 written for Mr. Binkersley.
I ever aft to it:— get a pass. and I'll
bledonostaeff was obliged to retire. Mu- nessed, and fortunately photographed, It up sometime—if
Architect and Superintendent
"Say, this is awfully nice of you,"said
"No, sir, said Mr. Binkersley in a
Judge.
reeled was taken from him by sudden on the afternoon of June 19 last. The
Binkersley. "Have a dress shirt?"
401 Fraternity Building,
puzzled tone.
"Thanks, but I only wanted to buy a
death. M. de Plehve. his baleful minis- phenomenon appeared at a little after
said
for?"
you
come
did
what
"Then
.
An Exception
Old Phone 4ga Red; New Phone 3a.
four o'clock, in the middle of the Lake
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
Gregory.
growled the pessines."
"Misfortu
lies
of
the
foot
the
at
which
Zug,
of
itsier, was destroyed by a bomb. His
"Why—er—whe .1 mean I want a pass
Kenkicky.
Mgt. Observers at Felsenegg saw A mist, "always come In pail-t beloved uncle. the Grand Duke HerChicago and back, and In return I'll
to
"Oh, I don't know," remarked Jack.
vaporous cone form in the lower par!
road."
bomb.
your
a
take
by
to
tell people
was blown to pieces
of'the clouds hanging over the lake, son Trays, "I've won a number of
Mr. Gregory had pictured a different
eruor of Finland was struch while at the same time the water di- preitty good pots with pairs."—Phila
}la
3.0. MILLED
K. HENDRICK.
of man from the one who stood be- J.
sort
Probs.
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a
delphia
to
wrinkle
began
do
rectly beneath
.
MARBLA
WM.
the
of
fore him and some of the humor
has threatened his own petson peculiar manner.- Then a foamirg
evihad
He
it.
leave
to
seemed
letter
Grand Larceny.
any times. In Italy, In 1903, a man baeln, with high, whirling walls o!
dently been put up to writing it.
He—Suppose I steal a kiss?
atfrsd Goerts was apprehended in time water, some :10 feet in diameter,
"Suppose," said he, "we gave everylarShe—Oh, that would be petty
spoil a plot of assassination. formed in the center of the lake. A
in the country a pais to any place
body
ceny:
leaped
upward,
admission huge jet of water'
anarchist obtained
An
for on condition that be advised
asked
he
hundred?
a
steal
I
He—And suppose
while the cloudy cone descended from
hia friends to buy tickets. How soon
to a state reception at. the pal- above until a funnel was formed conShe—Oh, that would be graa.l, of
LAWYERS
Tgarskoe-Selo in the uniwould we go into bankruptcy?"
vs of
the lake with the clouds. I he course.—Judge.
necting
Rooms I, 1 and 3 Registe:
"That would need some figuring,"
form of a superior officer of the gen- height of the funnel was estimated at
523 z-z Broadway.
said Mr. Binkersley in such a simple
darmerie and a as discovered, with from COM to 6.000 feet. The entire
As Arranged.
on
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took
Gregory
Mr.
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A
manner
time.
in
just
comes,
he
pockets,
bombs* in his
Practice in all the courts et
First Pickpocket—Here
phenomenon traveled southeastward
determined to give him a pass. state. Both nhones 31.
and
him
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ky,
Merezhevs
te
Mlle.
about
lasted
student,
and
now!
wind,
girl
with a high
"Well, look here, Mr. Binkersley,
Second Pickpocket—All right. You
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at minutes.
that your cab is at the door and
a
bear
take
I
while
'im
on
watch
a
keep
the spring review in 1904.
want your coachman to catch
don't
I
ell'a.
Deserts.
'im!—Cass
Under
Rivers
watch off
Whelk last January, with his court
cold waiting for you, but I also want you
with
are
flowing
places
desert
The
he czar was ending the ceremony of
to understand that I am general passenTestimonial.
The great Sahara, to the south
DENTIST.
blessing the water of the river Neva, rivers.
ger agent of this road and if I want to
eal
Yarbdiggl
Dr.
of Alger:a, is deriving great benefits as
"I'm told that
was
which
battery
a
my
own
You
from
affair.
shrapnel
is
that
passes
a
give
the outcome of a government irriga- medicine is mighty good for rheumaOffice over Globe Bank and Trunk
firing a salute exploded near the royal tion mission, eihich has been intruste1 tism. What do you think about it?'
dared me to give you a pass and I am
an
is
Here
dare.
your
and
take
man
woundto
one
killing
going
sm
avilion,
Co., 306 Broadway.
with the task of boring for water at
"I suspect it is. My 'rheumati
a pass as far as Albany and
others.
considerable depths. In many par's seemed to thrive on It."—Chicago Sun. "THEN WHAT DID YOU COME FoR9" order for
return. That will take at least six dolHe completed the Siberian railway, abundant springs have been met whica
pair of gloves, and you're out of those lars off your expenses. I'm accustomed
Safe.
Perfectly
cultivaconto
enable
and
order
In
the
surface
to
rise
his father desired.
say."
to having my own way and I insist upon
Him—I wonder if it would be safe you
UMW. Russian power in Asia and tion of hind which has long been
I want your accepting the pass."
d
me.
understan
don't
"You
may reach for me to steal a kiss?
extend the Russian trade, industry waste. Some of the borings
you to accept a shirt. I never would
Mr. Binkersley was filled with mixed
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
1,650 feet to close upon
from
Her—Oh! how can you ask such a
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depth
a
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railway
this
But
trying to get a pass. emotions. He wart disappointed at the
of
mum°.
thought
have
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am
in
I
Is
possible
it
when
Already
question
feet.
2.000
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
I'll save at leant $20, and I like to feel mileage of the pass, but he also wanted
pfglill causes that brought about the
of the palm groves in the oases alonc?—Cleveland Leader.
.
certain
along."
a
shirt
Take
nt.
Independe
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY
wacky war with Japan.
'
to set himself right with this man and
to get double the water formerly availon
"Oh, you want me to have a shirt
TROUhe said:
Ille ineffectiveness of hls numerous able.
WILL CURE NERVOUS
Unexpected Surplus.
you."
but
sir,
you,
youmisun
thank
on-Shall
at
conciliati
No—
E THC
attempts
hampoo?
and
RESTOR
Barber—S
storms
WILL
The
"No, on yourself," said Binkersley, to derstood the letter. I meant all that in BLES AND
"Balaklava" Bugles.
nulments of peasants' eidebtedness.
PER.
I singe the ends of the hair?
TO
whom humor is an unknown quantity. 3 Joke. The feet is a friend of mine WEAK AND SICKLY
Elderly Party—Say, do I look as if
Bugles that "sounded the charge of
ninge of altars of the I dd Faith to
to
te
himself
allowed
suburbani
The
wrote It and I didn't quite see what he FECT HEALTH.
burn?—Life.
dilitaIbed worshIP, decrees bf rellgi- the Light Brigade at Balaklava" are I hal hair to
be "blown off" to an open front dress was driving at. I wish I'd written It
original
the
as
in
England
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
m to all, conceselons to the as common
shirt and a pair of patent cuff clipaand myself because I wanted the pass all the
Own Estimate.
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on
George
Washingt
that
trees
cherry
inwardly.
smiling
91and
departed.
floggiug
litions of
then he
way to Chicago and back. The fact is STORES.
"He can't value himself highly."
not cut down are in America. Now
After the customer had gone Binkers- I am in a position to influence agood—"
S exile—the failure of these bene- did
not?
Y—Why
the
Lord Tredegar, who was one of
ley copied the letter in his own hand
The passenger agent had risen. "I'm
its to pacify his country ;night well be
"Because he's always giving himself and mailed it.
600, says the charge was not sounded;
which
element
sinister
very glad to have had this opportunity
&scribed to the
meelfs.
away."—Ca
the
guns
among
were
troopers
that the
Next morning in Binkersley's mail to see you, Vic, BInkersleliy, and I do hope
teems to inhere in all his undertak- before anyone thought of a bugle
a letter from the general passenger the driver hasn't caught cold. You will
was
BUILDING,
BROOKkILL
What Did He Expect?
ings.
order.
It was short but in the same exchange this order for a ticket to AlagentTELEPHONE NO. 444.
"1 thought he was going on a polar
Then there are all the eleasters of
y
sent.
had
Binkersle
which
that
as
vein
bany and return. If you need any more
,
expedition?"
Harmless.
the war with Japan and the massacres
It ran:
passes write the letter yourself, as it will
cold
feet."
got
he
but
was;
"He
"I learned a smattering of everyY,
."
in various parts of the empire to be
of
.
BARKLE
Good-day
that
break
record
be a safeguard
ALBIEN W.
If you don't want to
—Houston Post.
yours on passes, you'd better not come up
heard a roar of laughter as he
considered in an account of the mis- thing in college," said she.
He
to my ark.° and have a talk with ire or i passed from the roonkof the passenger
"Don't you think thai was a bad
sloes that hays attended his reign.
Attorney-et-Law,
A Ricker.
might fix you out so you'd remember It
Idea?" some one aelfed.
is your--wife's idea of
was agent.
he
t
this
Bill—Wha
read
y
Binkersle
When
of
get
I
enough
"No, you see didn't
pleasant and jovial gentle"A
football?
Milk in Paris.
frightened at first. It looked a little like
Roam No. 5, CoLunbia
anything to unfit me for becoming a noderft
Mr. Binkersley.
thought
,"
pan.
or
pure
kicking
not
enough
price
there's
-Oh,
average
to
his
it
clerk
JillIn Paris the
a thrcat. Then he handed
real good housekeeper."—Detroit Free
p It to suit her.-:-Yonkers Statesman.
;Birk is 33.8 cents a gallon.
Press.
State of Affairs.
"Your police and fire departments
seem to hold each other in supreme
contempt," observed the visitor in
Plunkville.
"Well, yes; there is a little feeling
of that sort," acknowledged the na"You see, our potive
lice station got robbed about a month
ago and a week later our fire engine
house burned down."—Chicago Sun.
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WING to the
advance in
price by the
manufacturers of
Huyler's Candy, it
will be sold hereafter for

O

taxes, of which $&e000,000 would revert to Cook county on one count
in the taxable keine alone. Suits
will be brought against the board of
equalization to compel the collection
ALTHA of these back taxes if the present suit
SMITH SOLD
BOB
against the Chicago and Weseern InWILEY';;; "CONJURE" BAG.
diana is completed. The board will
be asked to show in court why the
taxes Which. are legal have not been
Chief James Collins Interpreted Lewd coalected and why the difference between the capital stock and its tangWomen Ordinance to the Patrolible value of the property of this
road has been, consistently ignored.
men.

HOODOO DOCTOR

FIRST CANDIDATE

STRICTLY
CASH.

M'PHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
Friday Morning, Feb. 23, 1906.

LOCAL NEWS
Waskington's
respecting
—In
'birthday General Mlanager Bleecleer,
of the Stone & Webster companies,
.411,esipassegiikelie office force, a vacation

_

Joseph L. Friedman ycar+ 'y announced he would accept the
pre-sidency of the Commercial club.
—The Seate Farmers' Institute
ant!
1st, an
Lee %Via' eit Frankfort
attempts will be made to get the next
.• apeosa gathering held he-re.
—Hon. Jerry M. Porter. the great
man, has organized "The
.T.
travelinet
Peimyiffers," comprising
men seekng in the "Pennyrile.'
• which is that ptart of Kentucky West
river. A big out, lir Tennessee
e of
lig ill be given in September by the
, body.

ii

PERSONAL NOTES
'Mr. W. H. Baker and wile, of St.
Louis, returned home yesterelay after
visiting Me. snd Mrs. C. N. Baker
and Dr. and Mrs. James Segnefeker.
Mrs. Lettie Clunan of Nashville.
Tenn., returned home yesterday after
visiting Mrs. A. B. Winfrey, of West
Broadway.
•
'Cashier Solon Palmer of the 'Benwith
ton bank, was here yesterday
his wife.
Dr. Richard W. Walker is at
Pass Christian, Miss., on his Southern tour for his health.
Mts. John K. Hendrick renuced to
Smithland yeaet4day after a shopping
tour of this city.
Mr. Pierson Lockwood left yesterday morning to attend the state Y.
M. C. A. at Lexington, Ky.
Machinist Charles Sands of the I.
Neehville, Tenn., to
C. ierse„--ez

-0filedt*OPP-!Detective J. D. King of the Louisville division of the I. C. was here
estoterday.
Mrs. A. W1 Clymer and daughter,
Blanche, of Nashville, Tenn., are
guests of Mt. and Mrs. Sam Boyd,
of South Ninth street.
Mrs. Cecil Reed last evening relive/4d frfIhuvIiting in Benton.
Colonel Victor Vert de Male returned' yes•terdeiy from a drumming
trip through Illinois.
Mr. Ieeake Thompson has resigned
as bookkeeper for Ed Hannan, the
plumber, and will soon leove for Los
Angeles.'California.
' Fine lettuce for sale; tender, crIsti
and cheap. Oak Grove greenhouse.
Porteous Bros.
Mrs. Pearl StOlzrieck, t8 years o!
age, wslri was shot four times by fru
Elmer Stelzriede, in St.
Jeers, is dead.
'Becalm hie sweetheart jilted him
John Wagner. a farms.- of Ifokah.
Wis., committed suicide by hanoing
himself from a tree.
•
OU1
11•11•0

Cold
Cream
A Cleanser—
Not a Cosmetic
Removes every particle of dirt,
dust, soap and impurity from the
skin, opening the pores and allowing the rich, red blood to
flow to the surface.
VERY HEALTHFUL.
Will not turn rancid.--25C for a
jar or 7sc for a pound.
We know it is Purp because
we make it

Robert Senth, colored, wag arrest•
ed yesterday by Officers Long and
Alexander on the charge of obtaining
money under false pretenses. His
case comes tie before Judge Sanders
today in the police court.
A negro woman by ease name of
Mahn Wiley, of this city, suffers
from either tumor or dropsy whieli
causes an unusual enlargement of the
abdominal litigious. Smith is a "hoo
doo doctor" : id claimed he could
cure her. H..
1,reel to sell her a
little curative .....; for $5, but she
could not pee
,41.irn. He then
asked what she could pay, and she
said as rotsdh
$2.50. He made
the deal, and told her if she would
hold the bag in LOT hand for four
days she would get well. She did
so for several 'hours, eviller her curiosity was aroused and she opened
the bag to find there was nothing
Suspicioning doe she had
been hoodwinked, she raised a kick
and the woman with Smith; returned
all of the money except eighty-five
cerrea. The Wiley woman was not
setfied, but had the aixiodoo" man
r. .eseeed on the charge mentioned.

For Moderator of the Presbyterians
Is Dr. Albert Marshall.
Pittsburg, Penns, Feb. 22.—The
first candidate for moderator of the
next Presbyterian general aseembly
is Rev Dr. Albeat B. Marshall, of
the First Presbyterian church, Minneapolis, Minn. Dr. Marshall's candidacy is set fords in a letter received by the clerk of the Pittsburg Fees
bytery today. The Weseern Pentnsyl
vania minister's and his brethren in
Ohio are for Dr. Marshall,, for he
was ordained in, Kittanning Presbytery, Western Pennsylvania and serv
years tas pastor in Ohio at East
ed
Liverpool and New Lisbon. The entire Middle West, it is said, will support him.

Interpreted Ordinance.
Chief James Collins yesterday
read to the entire force the construction of the ordinance preventing lewd women from enteting saloons. He directed a rigid enforcemelee of the bill which means that
dissolute charectees must keep out
of grogsfoops.
STANDARD TO DEPOSE FISH
Refusal to Whitewash the Mutual
Starts Trouble for Official.

REUNION DATE HAS
NOT BEEN CHANGED.
New Orleans. Feb. 22. —The dates
for dee Confederate reunion to be
(held here April 25, 26 and 27, have
not been changed. As the result of
a meeting of the local conunittee rhs
followingetwas given out today:
"The attestion of the conunittee
being calked to a conflict of dates beThe 64th annual statement of The tween those of the reunion and the
Old Mutual Life of New York (the date`aof Memorial day in certain
fire American life insurance com- states, it was move dated +ied t-ha4
Gen.
pany), shows an increase in assets the matter lid referred
of $30,000,000 for the year 1905, mak- Stephen D. Lee, with the statement
ing the total assets Jan. ist, 1906, that it is the sense of the committee
$470,861,165. The increase in sur- that it is impreicticabls, at this late
plus for 1905 amounted to $4,000,000, day to chasige the date of the remaking total surplus $78,367,000. The union" A4j.-Gen. Mackie said he had
Mutual Life has the greatest amount ataltterized no antlpunicetnen0 of a
of assets and surplus funds of any change of the dates.
SAS', ,
company in the world' The main
point in a life insurance contract is YOLING ASTOR TO XIX
absolute security.
WITH TITLED GENTLEMEN.
London, Feb. 22.—W. W. Astor,
of John, Jacob, who 'has
FOUND THE BABY.
'second
just been gazetted to a lietreenancy
And the Woman Says the Mother in the First Life Guards, got his apAccepted Money for It.
point straight from civit life, without
any special preparation or training, a
Marion, Ind„ Feb. 32.—The four- fact which is almost unparalleled.
weeks-old baby of Mrs. Pearl Aikins Among les fellow officers are a duke,
which was said to have been kid- earl, a viscount, a lord and six tionnap/3cl yrusterday, was found in Koko- °rabies It is stated that this father
mo today by an officer and returned will give tern an alkovance of io.ofte
to its mother. A Mks Haynes is pounds. Young astor, who is 18 years
said to have taken she baby, but she of age, has just left Eton, where he
declared the mother has accepted a did well at cricicet.
money consideration for the baby.
No arrestshave bee nmade.
DIVORCE CONGRESS.

THE RIVERS , 1.
. -Cairo, 15.5;ifalling.
Chattanooga, 4.4; standing.
Cincinnati, to.;
Evansville, 7.2; falling.
Florerke, 2.9; :felling.
Johnsonville; 4.8; falling.
Louisville, 4.3; rising.'
Mt. Cannel, 5.0; falling.
Naelltaillia, 8.9; standing.
Pittsburg, 1.9; standing.
Davis Island Dam, 4.2; standing.
St. Louis, io.o; rising.
Mt. Vernon, 7.3; standing.
Paducah, 8.2; falling.

KENTUCK
Telephone 541.

Fri. Night,Feb. 23
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Donnelly
drb Hatfiel
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MAGNIFICENT MINSTREL
THE SCENIC SPECTACLE
The Evolution of Minstrelsy.

There got out for the Tennessee
river this morning the steamer Ken- THE FAMOUS TOLEDOS
tucky, which lays there until 5 o'clockl
TUSCAN°, BROTHERS
tomorrow afternoon before skipping
•
out on her return that way.
CRAWFORD & FINNING,
The lat:ck Fowler skips out for
HARRY C SHUNK
Cairo this emeriti:1g at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonight about in.
THE DARKTOWN CIRCUS.
There gets out for Evansville this
morning the steamer Joe Fowler
Superb Panorama of Events a,
immediately after gibe arrives here.
"WHILE OLD GLORY WAVES."
The John S. Hopkins got out for
Evansville yesterday and comes back
The Best of all that is Good
tomorrow.
Nothing too good for our patron
The Btutorff gets Ito Nashville tonight ard lays there until tomorrow
Prices-25. 35, 5o, 75 and $r.&
before leaving on her return for this
Seats on ask Tuesday at g a. us.
ci(y. She gets here Sunday.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati yesterday and gets here Sunday en route
down for Memphis.
The Stacker Lee leaves Memphis
TELEPHONE gell.
today and get. here Sunday on her
way up to Cincinnati.
The Kit Carson is out of the Ten•
nes;:ese river wigh a tow of ties.
The Nel•lie Willett went to Memphis, Tens., yesterday with two
HAMLIN & MITCHELL
barges of coal for the West Kentucky Coal company's branch depot
Submit to Your Pleasure

MONDAY NIGHT, FEB. 26,

Sprague is expected up today
en route back to Pittsburg with
einptits.'
The Inverness is due from the
Tennessee river with a tow of ti.o. SUPERB SCENIC
PROD17CTION
The Alseguret is due out of the
Tennessee river today with ties.
4
LARGE COMPANY,
Wearing No Man's Collar.
MAGNIFICENTLY COS
(Holton. Kansas, Signal.)
Being'a newspaper first, last and
NEW SONGS,
al; the time this paper will print all
CATCHY MUSIC.
tile news of all political parties and
factions during the coming campaign.
NOVEL DANCING.
It will treat all politicians fairly and
decently, going on the theory that
a man is not necessarily a horsethief
Prices 25, 35, so, 75, Ili, and $1.9s.
because he is a republican, a chump
because he is a democrat or crazy beSeats on sale Saturday g a. en.
populist. Whatever
cause he is
views the editor has Ix will express
on this page regardless of the retio•
lut ion of any party, the action of any
TELEPHONE s.
committee or the notions of any boss
The editor le paying the bills neer.airy to keep this sheet going and he
will ran it according to his individual
ideas.

GREEN RIVER STONE
bus

They Wheeled the Safe. Blew I
Open and Copped the Goods.
Cleveland. 0., Flab. 22.—Safc
blowers entered the Rocky River
postoffiee early this morning and
stoic stamps wore!) $165 and nearly
$300 in money.
The big safe was Wheeled from the
poetioffice into the feed More and the
door blown open. The' force of the
explosion completely dostroyed the
safe.

John S.Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works

Toes. Ni9h1 feb.2
EDWARD C. WHITE
Presents

U MILDRED

n

HOLLANU
In the Romantic Drama

THE LILLY
AND

THE PRINC
Brilliant Costuming and Superb
Scenic Environments.
Prices for this engagement
50, 75, hoe and Si So.

23,

3
a

Sts on sale Monday 9 a. a.

POPULAR WANTS
FOR RENT—Three rooms for 1.a,
and two furnished rooms complete
for iight housekeeping for $te. Apply
1246 Broadway.
FOR SALE—One gentle mare;
any child cart drive her. Aeply to
S. C. Vaughan,
FOR RENT—One room for office
or rooming over Coulson'.. S
heat and bath. Apply tea D.

\
TRAD[WAT[R COAL
Foor; west Kentucky Coal Co.
COX .

LUMP I3C BUSHEL
N U T I2C BUSHEL

PR.OMPT DELIVERY

Street.

a.

Seve

THE KENTUCKY

THE KENTUCKY

••••.-

AU

Direction of Al. G. Field. les

New York,' Feb. 22.—Plans are being formed with the object of punishing Stormont* Fish for les refusal
to conduct the investigation of the
Mutual Life Insurance company on
the whitewa4hing lines laid down by
the •Sitlandard Oil powers who control
The Ramsey society of Broadway Law Provides for Uniformity In
the company. The punishment con- M.
E. church will have a sale of
templated is te
. depose. Mr. Fish as calers,
Cause for Action.
candies, etc., at the store of
president of the Illinois Central rail- L. +B.
& Co., Saturday.
roads an office 'which he has. held Feb.
Waiiiingtors, D. C.. Feb 22.—The
24.
since 1887. Ile has been in the serdivorte congress accomplished more
vice of the railroad for thirty-five
than enough to justify its asse-mbling
MINERS
REF'USE
years, having entered its employ in
in taking action against migratory
TO
ENTER
PLEA
1871 as a clerk immediately upon
divorces. With only four states disg-raduatting from Columbia college.
Stand Mute When ..ihrsaigned in senting, it wias resolved to arse upon
The Fish family has been concourt--conunitted Withoutiittond.' the legislatures a bill which will pronected widi the Illinois Central ever
vide that a divorce shalt not be
WOULD STOP SUNDAY PLAY
since it was origintilly chartered, in
Boise, Ida. Feb. 22.—alas. E. granted to a napplicant, from anotht851, his father, Hamilton Fish, Meyer,
divorce
state
of
er
cause
unless
the
Wm. D. Haywood and G. A.
Iowa State Senator Presents Ontisecretary of state in
President Pettibone,
leaders of the Western is recognized by the laws of the
Theater Bill to Legislature.
Grant's cabinet, being one of the Federation of
state
wherein
the
couple
had
their
Nlinere, were yesterday
original stockholders.
tostep
long
domicile..
This
is
a
taken to Caldwell where they were
1.3e; Moines, Iowa, Feb. 22.—Sr*Harriman Will Lead Fight.
ator Warren Garst today inrrocluced
arraigned before the Probate Judge ward 'the remedy of the dirorce
E. H..Harrimian, who is the rail- on information
a measure in the upper house preihibcharging them with
rood expert of the Standard Oil the nrurder of former Governor RELATIONS BETWEEN
iting the Sunday theater in Iowa.
group, has been selected to lead the Frank Stetinenburg.
KING AN DEMPEROR. The measure carries with it tile fine
Each of the
campaign against Mr. Fish. He is prisoners stood
mute, refusing to
London, Feb. 22.—The announce- ea $5o and applies to all place% of
a director of the Illinois Central. So plead. The court
overruled an ob- ment that King Edward and the kai- aims:Anent open on Sunday.
is Charles A. Peabody, who was jection lb the information and a ni,omade president of the Mutual Life tioni for the dismissal of the prison- ser are to meet mark.,a turning
As a people the Moors are already
point in the personal relations of the
upon the .insistence of R. H. Rogers,
well inclined to anything that gilds
,
ethirts
of
Berlin
and
London.
Three
who, with William Rockefeller, reprelife: A writer says: "Nothing de
They Were comMitted with bail.
sents the Standard Oil upon the MU- The cases goes Aver until next Tues- months ago Kind Edward and the lights them more as a means of
kaiser
were
anything
but
cordial,
but
tual's board of trustees.
day. The three prisoners yestesdey the king wrote to the kaiser the oth- agreeably spending an hour or two
'A third director of the Illinois Cen- afternoon were brought back
than squatting on their heels in the
to
tral is John W. Auchincloss, a mem- Boise and were again taken to the er day relying he was sorry they streets or on. some doorstep, gazing
could
not
meet
at
Copenhagen
and
ber of the Truesd,ak investigating state penitentiary, where they will be
suggesting that they should meet in at the passers-by, exchanging comcommittee, from which Mr. Fish re- kept in close confinement.
the Mediterranean. This proposal pliments with their acquaintances.
signed' last Friday in disgust because
Native 'swells' consequently promethe
kaiser cordially accepted.
Trues
of the refusal of William H.
nade with a piece of felt under their
SENATOR DEBOE SAYS
dale and Mr. Archincloss to stand
arms, on which to sit when they
FAIRBANKS
IS
IT.
- For Sale.
with him in a demand upon President
wish, in addition to its doing duty
I .
Lace
loads
and
cook
of
dry
heatiog
Peabody. for information necessary to Will Work to Secure a
Dee- stove wood $1.25 per two-horse load as a carpet for prayer. The aims!,
Solid
a complete investigation of the Mugation From Kentucky for the
delivered promptly. Tel. 44a. E. E. public places, and usually the cool of
tual,.
Indiana C,andidate.
Bell Sons. 1330 South Thied street the afternoon, are preferred far this
'President PeAlerrejr.s attitude topastime'.
ward' the investigating comerriteee is
Washington., Feb. 22.—Ex-United
believed to be inspired by H. H. States Senator William J. Deboe, of
For Vaults, Montunents and G eneral Cemetery Work Use
Rogers, who is chairmen of the Kentucky, who has been in Washingagency committereof the Mutual Life. ton some time in a matter before the
Outrageous, Says Choate.
diepartnrent of justice, says that in
This is tite committee which per- his opinioh of Vice President. Charles
contracts
mitted 'the extortionate
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
W. Fairbanks will be the next Rewith Robert H. McCurdy and C. H. publican nominee for president.
Building purposes, as it latEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSRaymond & Co. 'Joseph H. Choate
elt is an entirely safe prediction,"
URE
AND THEN RETAINS I'll WHITENESS; does not behas announced, these contracts an said be, "that Kentucky will! ghee him
come
dark
and discolored.
his
upon
and
outrageous. and illegal,
nearly all, if not all of its twenty-six
: LET
TELL' YOU MORE ABOUT IT
advise suits have been instituted, for delegates,. and. I intend to do all I
the recovery of the immense profits fan toward securing a solid Kentucky
erhich.they yielded to the MeCordes• dele-gation for him.
I sorred - sir
years with Mr. Fairbanks in the
SOLE AGENT. rifiog TRIM ErLE ST:PADUCAH. KY.
FROM THE POSTOFFICE.

Calls Situation a Scandal.
'It is noshing short of a scandal
that property which thirty years ag
VMS paying taxes on $3o,000,o,00 is
now /et off with $3,000,000, although
the value of the properties in question has increased' twentyfold."
,
INCORPORATED.
,
On a basis of mileage it, was figDraggles,
Fifth and B'way. ured that the railroads on the figures
of the hoard of review were behind
Roth Phones 175.
to the state SOME $1,400,00o,000 in

R. W. WALKER & CO.

senate, and I know, the man. He is
a thorough gentleman, kindly, courteous, far-seeing and able.
In my
opinion the is away in the lead ift the
presidential race.
While Presideut
Roosevelt is unquestionably behind
Setretary Root's candidacy, he is an
imPossibilitly first because of his
residence in New York, and, secondly, on account of his well known affiliaeions with the corporation' and
moneyed influences of NewYork city.
Secretary Taft doubtless would make
a good president, but the recent political capers he cut in Ohio have
broisght upon his head the enmity
of thousands of the leaders of Buckeye politics, and we would he in
great danger of losing Ohio to the
Democrats if Taft should be nominatedd, for president. Looking over
the entire field I can see no one as
available for the nomination as Mr.
Fairbanks. The solid and enthusiastic support which Indiana is giving to
hint is gratifying to his friends in
other states."

BOTH PHONES 254
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